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1.  On  9  June  1980,  the  Council  of  the  European  Communities  adopted  a  Resolution 
concerning  new  lines of  action  by  the  Community  in  the  field of  energy  sa-
ving  <1>.  The  Resolution provided,  inter alia, that  Member  States  should, 
where  this proved  necessary,  adapt  their energy  saving  programme  covering 
all  main  sectors of  energy  use  and  an  appropriate  energy pricing policy. 
The  Council  invited the  Commission,  on  the  basis of  the  information provided 
by  the  Member  States, to keep  it abreast  of  progress  made  with national 
energy  saving programmes. 
2.  In  1980,  the  Commission  communicated  to the  Council  a  comparison  of  Member 
States  energy  saving  prog~ammes with  the  framework  programme  annexed  to the 
above  mentioned  Resolution  (2),  and,  in  1982,  it  communicated  a  listing  of 
energy  saving  measures  introduced  in the  meantime  (3) •. 
3.  The  present  communication  compares  three  types  of  measures  used  in  Member 
States'  energy  saving  policies  : 
a)  Regulations 
b>  Financial  Aids 
c)  Information  anq  Consultation  Programmes. 
Demonstration  and  R & D Programmes  as  well  as  energy pricing policies  (taxes, 
tariffs), being  the  subject  of  separate.communications  to  the  Council,  are 
not  dealt  with  in the present  document. 
4.  A detailed  comparison  of  these programmes  is attached  at  Annexes  I  and  II. 
The  general  conclusion  which  the  Commission'draws  is that  there  are  anum-
ber  of points  where  improv~ments could  be  made,  often  with  little or  no 
extra expenditure  even  in  Member  States 'with  relatively  comprehensive  pro-
grammes.  The  purpose  of  the  covering  communication  is to draw  attention to these. 
(1)  O.J.  n°  C 149  of  18.6.80 
(2)  COMC80)  899 
(3)  COM(82>  326,  Annex  2 - 1  -
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1.1.  On  9  June  1980,  the  Council of the  European  Communities  adopted  a  resolution  .. 
concerning  new  lines of action  by  the  Community  in  the  field of energy 
1  . 
saving  .  The  resolution  provided,  inter alia,  that  Member  States should, 
where  this  Pl'•)ved  necessary,  adapt their energy  saving  progra1umes  so  that,  by 
the  end  of  1980,  each of them  would  have  an  energy-saving programme  covering 
all main  sectors of energy  use  and  an  appropriate  energy  pricing policy.  The 
Council  irn i  t·~d  the  Commission,  on  the  basis of the  information  provided  by 
the  Member  '-~- .::es,  to  keep it abreast of progress  made  with  national  energy-
saving  prog:-urnmes. 
1.2.  In  1980,  the  Commission  communi.cated  to  the  Council  a  comparison of Member 
states'energy  saving programmes  with  the  framework  programme  annexed  to  the 
above  mentioned. resolution  2 ;  and,  in  1982,  it.c9mmunicated  a  listing of 
energy  saving measures  introduced  in the  meantime  3 
1.3.  The  present communication  compares  three  types  of measures  used  in  Member 
States'energy saving policies 
a)  Regulations 
b)  Financial  Aids 
c)  Information  and  Consultation  Programmes. 
Demonstration  and  R  +  D Programmes  as  well  as  energy  pricing policies  (taxes, 
tariffs),  being  the  subject of separate  communications  to  the Council,  are 
not dealt with  in  the  present document. 
1.4.  Overall,  the  Gross  Inland  energy  consumption  per  uni-t  of GDP  has  declined, 
between  1973  and  1982,  by  a  remarkable  20  %.  The  success of Member  States  in 
increasing overall  energy  efficiency,  and  in substituting other  encr'gy 
sources  for oil can  probably  be  attributed  ma~nly  4  to 
r-----------------------
2  O.J.  No  C 149  of 18.6.80 
3  COM  (80)899 
4  COM  (82)326,  annex  2 
There  are  many  factors  which  influence  o~erall energy  efficiency  (structural 
changes,  energy  prices,  energy ·saving  measures,  substitu·tion,  changing  imports 
of final  energy,  etc.)  and  which  may  influence  each other.  The  Commission  has 
prepared,  in  1982,  a  working  document  about  fact9rs affecting energy  consumption 
(XVII/73/82)  and  will continue  its work  in  this  field  (see  also  Eur·opean  Economy 
N°  16,  July  1983) .  - 4  -
the  large price  increases  for  fossil  fuels  in  1973/74  and still more  in 
1979/81,  which  induced  both  energy  saving  investments  and  organizational 
measures  for  more  efficient use  of energy,  especially  in  the  space  heating 
and  process  heat sectors; 
-structural changes  within  industry  (e.g.  decreased steel production),  and 
as  between  industry  and  other economic  sectors  (especially  an  increased 
service sector). 
Only  in a  few  sectors  and  member  countries  does  it seem  th~t energy  savings 
achieved  in  1980  and  1981  were  significantly  influenced  by  energy  conser-
vation  programmes.  In  general,  however,  it is  too early  to  see  the  results of 
programmes  which  were  often not  introduced until  the  end of the  1970s  and 
will take  several  years  to  work  through  the  economy  (construction,  reinvest-
ment).  So  the  full  impact of Member  States'  conservation measures  will  not  be 
apparent  before  the  mid-1980s. 
1.5.  There  is a  risk  that energy  consumption  patterns,  which  changed  drastically 
in  1979-81  because of large energy  price  increases,  will revert  to careless 
consumption  in  periods  of stagnating or  even  short-term  falling energy 
prices,  coupled  with  increasing  income,  unless  energy-consciousness  is  main-
tained,  whether  through  active  encouragement,  through  regulaiions  through 
incitements  in  investment,  or  through  some  combination  thereof. 
If a  shift back  to  old  habits  were  indeed  to  occur,  the risk  to  the  economy 
could  be  serious.  So  the  Commission  believes that the efforts of the  European 
Community  should  be  maintained  and  that  the  energy  saving  programmes  of the 
Member  States should  be  improved. 
2.  CONCLUSIONS 
A detailed  comparison  of these  programmes  is attached at Annexes  I  and  II.  The 
goneral  conclusion  which  the  Commission  draws  is that  there  a1·e  a  number  of 
po1ulu  whtce  irnpruvcrnent:;  could  be  rnudo,  ofLen  wltl1  lltLlu or  110  cxu·o~  cJqmndl-
ture  even  in  Member  States with  relatively  compreherisive  p1•ogramrnes.  Th<J 
purpose  of this  covering  communica&ion  is  to  draw  attention  to  these. - 5  -
- Energy-saving  related  laws  and  adminbtrati vc  regulations  mainly  focus  on 
space  and  PI'ocess  heat,  and  on  energy  lal>e 1•.  ; ng  for  domes tic  products.  This 
makes  sens':  because 
owners  <.~:td  users  of a  building may  be  different  people  (e.g.  rented 
aparlr~:u,t.  houses), 
market  transparency  is  far  frorn  complete  (e.g.  domestic  appliances,  basic 
rent  which  excludes  heating costs etc.),  or 
knowl<-<l >-'  of  technical  and  economic  factors  is often  limited,  in  parti-
cular·  ~he residential  sector and  in  small  and  medium-sized  firms. 
As  regards  industry,  moreover,  the  huge  variety of technologies  and  organi-
sations  in  factories,  workshops  etc.  makes  it difficult  to  design  regula-
tions  which  will  not  require costly  measure~ of verification.  In  general, 
in these  sectors,  the  provision of information,  and  individual  consulta-
tion,  seem  to  be  much  more  cost-effective  than  regulations. 
Although  many  national  factors  must  be  given  due  weight  in  any  inter'na-
tional  comparison of regulations,  a  comparison  between  energy-saving  poten-
tial  and  presently  enforced  regulations  nevertheless  reveals  certain short 
comings 
Firstly  improvement of  ~~!!~!~g-~~~~~ seems  possible,  especially  w~lh 
regard  to  particular  types  of buildings  (eg.  office  buildings),  or  parti-
cular circumstances,  such  as  modernization,  replacement  or  addition of 
parts of buildings. 
Per  form<.,nce  and  ~E~£~!:l!:!g_~!~!!~~£~~  for  bo i le  r·s  could  l>e  improved .  In 
particular,  the  importance  of control  equipment  for  central-healing and 
hot-watur  systems  is  underestimated  in  several  EC  countries.  ~or example, 
~  particularly  in  regions  or  countries  with  degr'ee  day  values  above  ? , ~)()0 
(on  the  basis of  l8°C  inside  temperature),  and  with  marked  ch;,ngcs  1n 
daily  temperatures,  outdoor  temperature  ~ontrol  is  very  cost-ct'l'eclive. 
This  argument  applies  particularly  in  the  case  of existing lwilclings 
where  e11ergy  consumption  can  only  be  reduced  to  a  limited  ext~nl  lll!'uuglt 
insulation  because  of economic,  aesthetic,  or  technical  re~~on~. 
~----------------------
Degree  day  values  represent  for  a  given  location  the  weather  conditions  in  terms 
of heating requirements.  They  are  the  yearly  tot.al  of daily  positive  diffcr'ences 
between  a  reference  inside  temperature  (for  instance  l8°C)  and  the  mc<lll  outside 
temperature.  Tile  higher  the  number  of degree  d2.ys,  the  colder  is  the  clitndtc. -· 6  -
Regulations  promoting effective use  of energy  by  mechanical  ~~~~~!~~~9~ 
an~  ai!:=£~~~!.!io!:!!.!:!S are  in  their infancy,  although  energy-s<.IV irag  poten-
tial  is estimated  as  ~eing of the order of almost  1  % of  total  final 
energy  consumption. 
!!:!~!.~!.~~~~-~~at_~~te!:!.!:!S  in  apartment and rented  office  buildings has 
scarcely  begun  to  be  enforced,  although  there  is sufficient evidence that 
consumers  will  respond  when  they  recognize  that  their charges  cmt  be 
reduced. 
The  lab~~!ing of energy  consumption of domestic  appliances  shvuld  be 
improved,  so as  to help  consumers  to  make.  their purchases  rationally. 
In  most cases,  the  technical  standards of existing regulations  represent 
actual  average  practice.  They  very  seldom  require  the  best feasible  perfor-
mance.  And  target standards are not usually,  as  would  be  sensible,  set 
three  or five  years  in advance of the"time  they  are  to  be  enforced,  in 
order  to  allow  for  research  and  development.  This  ~~S~!_~~!!!.!:!S_e9!!.£l• 
already  common  practice  in other fields such  as  environmental  policy  (e.g. 
in  the  United States),  has  been  scarcely followed  in  the  Member  States. 
This  is surprising because 
further  increases  in  energy  price  levels  are  more  likely  than  not,  and 
technological  innovation  ought  to  take  th.is  into consideration, 
in  many  cases,  technological  possibilities or  best performance  potentials 
are  not contained  in actual  standards nor  even  contemplated  (e.g.  boiler 
performance  standards). 
- ~~~!!:!.£!~~-~~~!.!~~!.!!!r~£_£~el!~! is  one  of the obstacles  to  greater 
energy  saving.  In  particular small  and  medium-sized  firms,  whose  credit 
lines are  limited,  may  have  difficulty  in  getting further  crecli t.  for 
energy-saving  investments.  Technologies  with  expected  long-term profita-
bility,  but  with  inherent  risks,  may  be  another  case,  e.g.  district-hea-
ting,  combined  heat  and  power  generation.  In  these  cases,  a  ~~EE~~!l 
E!:~S!:~~~~ could  perhaps  be  introduced.  The  problem  of restricted  financial 
resources  may  also  be  alleviated  by  subsidized  l9~ns for  investments  which 
have  just  passed  the  threshold of profitability  (e.g.  repayment  and 
interest holidays  for  the  first years after investment,  or  interest subsidy 
in  high  interest periods).  This  type  of  loa~ strengthens  the  financial 
situation of the  investor while putting less of a  burden  on  public  budgets 
than  many  grant schemes. '/  -
- :!:!:~~-~os!:.~!:f~~.!:~~~~~~~ of subsidies  may  be  improved  by  a  thoroughly 
designed  programme  which  is restricted 
to  selected  technologies  with  profitabilities close  to  the  break-even 
point;  • 
to  combir,ations  of  investments  to  be  made  at  the  same  time  for  technical 
reason~  i H1sulation  ~~~ control  equipment); 
to  a  mjriJ !!IUITI  amount  of investment  per  dwelling or  yearly  energy  consump-
tion of  u  company; 
to  persor.s  or  companies  with relatively  small  income  or  financial  resour-
ces; 
to  sues  ,:s  covering at least  15-20% of costs; 
to  a  m1n1mum  running period of 4-5 ~ears. 
These  limitations,  aimed  at reducing  free-rider  effects6 ,  have  already  been 
implemented  or are  planned  by  some  countries .following practical experience 
of administering subsidy  programmes. 
A policy of  ~~~~!~~~-£~E!~~~~!~ m~y have  some  advantages  in  terms  of 
reducing  unemployment,  or  in  periods  when  energy  prices  stagnate  but are 
expected  tu  increase  again. 
- The  rnis-channelling of investment,  possible  especially  in  the  residential 
sector,  and  among  small  and  medium-sized  firms,  because  of  a  lack  of 
technical  know-how,  could  be  reduced  especially  through  ~~~~~!~£.L~~~~~!­
ti~g by  external  consultants  before  any  grant  application  is  submitted  by 
investors. 
Particular attention should  be  paid  to  energy  saving  in  £~~!~~-b~~~l~g.  so 
as  to  alleviate  any  conflict of interest  between  tenants  and  landlords 
(landlords  pay  for  energy  saving  investments,  tenants  pay  for  heating 
costs). 
- Planning  of financial  aid  programmes  tends  to  neglect  the  larger context  : 
The  importance  of  ~~~=!~~~~~~al_fact~!::~ in  decisions  to  purchase  residen-
tial heating equipment  is,  it seems,  underestimated  by  the  administration. 
Facto~s such  as  system reliability,  warranty  protection,  environmental 
6-----------------------
Free  riders  lowc1·  the  cost-effectiveness of subsidies,  as  they  absorb  available 
aids  although  they  would  have  made  the  planned  investment  even  without  such  aid 
(see  Annex  I  chapter  2.4.) - 8  -
aspects,  adequate  inrormation about system  costs  and  performance,  und 
confidence  in  system  suppliers  and  "installers,  are  at least  a~>  important  as 
initial system  costs  to  purchasers. 
- Although  there  is  a  lack  of empirical  evidence  as  to  the  effectiveness  of 
~£e~~eub_!ic  inf~~~at!~~ camp~!g~ as  an  instrument of energy  saving 
policy,  as  compared  with  other measures  such  as  energy  pricing,  all  the  EC 
governments  have  implem•::nted  information  campaigns  and  considered  them 
important  for  the  development of a  general  ~nergy awareness  in  the public, 
thus  influencing consumers'decisions. 
The  time  seems  now  to  have  come  when  p~blicity campaigns  should  concentrate 
on  mores  specific  topics,  rather than  simply  promoting  a  general  energy 
awareness. 
Q~~~!l~~-!~f~rm~ti~~ about  technological  and  organizational  measures  is of 
particular  importance  for  consumer groups,  and  for  companies  lacking 
energy-related  technical  know-how  and  marke~ knowledge.  Here,  information 
provided  by  governmental  bodies  does  not  necessarily  need  to  be  given 
directly  to  the  individual  investor,  as  in  the  case of energy  labelling. 
There  are  many  situations  where  detailed  information  transfer  through 
existing channels  or multipliers  (e.g.  consumer  associations,  house  and 
landowner  associations,  chambers of commerce,  installers  and  architects)  is 
more  cost-effective  and  contributes  to  faster  implementation. 
- Experience  with  information  programmes  has  usually  indicated  thnt  these 
were  especially  successful  when  : 
information  is  based  on  P~!:~~!:!~l~!!!~!:!!:!.!£~.!.!S::!:!•  either  in  cases  where 
managers  of companies  or  consumers  seek  advice  on  their  own  initiative 
and  are  already  interested  and  well-informed,  or  in  cases  where  energy 
agencies,  ministries or other  bodies  concerned  with  energy  saving, 
address  themselves  to  firms  and  consumers  directly; 
technical  advice  takes  place  "2!:!_th~-~P2!"  and  concrete  and  practicable 
suggestions  are  made  for  energy-snving mcnsures. 
Governments  should  support  or establish  institutions  which  can  effectively 
carry  out  energy  saving consulting on  the  one  hand  and  inspire  the  trust of 
those  they  advise  on  the  other. - 9  -
- A problem  which  is  very  difficult for  a  government  to  tackle  is  the  multi-
step  flow  of informal  communication  between  the  various  actors  in  a 
society.  As  far  as  households  are  concerned,  general  information usually 
exerts  influence  through  the  intermediary of  ~21~!9~-1~~~~£~ and  through 
the  so-called gate-keepers of social groups.  These  people  have  a  strong 
influence  on  the  information  levels,  attitudes,  values  and  behaviour of 
individuals. 
In  the  industrial and  commercial  sectors  a  similar pattern of informal 
communication  and  dissemination of messages exists,  e.g.,  information 
exchange  between  managers  of firms,  influence  of market  leaders,  etc. 
There  is  no  general  strategy  for governmental  bodies  on  how  to address 
opinion  leaders.  The  Commission  recommends,  however,  that governments  use 
the existing  communication  structure as  far  as  possible  (e.g.  organizing 
visits  to  firms,  workshops,  local  and  regional  advisory  services  and  infor-
mation  centres  based  on  existing associations etc.}. 
- It is  important  for  managers of all  types  of information  programme~ to  take 
into account  that  firms  or  consumers  with  limited knowledge  are often  those 
which  most  need  to  adopt energy-saving measures.  At  the  same  time,  however, 
the  financial  constraints they  have  to  surmount  are often more  severe  than 
those  of any  other  social group.  Governmental  measures  should,  therefore, 
pay  special  attention  to  Q!~~Q~~nt~g~Q_g~ouQ~ such  a~  low-income  house-
holds,  small  and  medium-sized  firms  etc .. 
- Better  information could also·help  to assure  a  more  £~!!~~~!-~~~-~f-~!~£­
!ri£~~l·  Analysis  of the  energy  saving policy of  the  EC  countries  reveals  a 
concentration on  space  and  process  heat and  the  related  types of energy.  At 
first sight the relatively  small  share  of  e~ectricity in  total  final 
consumption  might  suggest that this policy  is  sound  and  sufficient.  But  it 
neglects  the  fact  that,  because  of conversion costs,  a  saving of elec-
tricity  leads  on  average  to  three  times  higher  savings of primary  energy. 
There  is certainly  room  to  more  efficient use  of electricity,  especially 
through  better  information,  e.s.  about  power-dependent  control  of electri-
cally-driven engines  such  as  pumps,  ventilators,  air-conditioning,  compres-
sors,  agitators,  conveyers  or  hauling plants  in all sectors of electricity 
consumption  (also  in  residential central  heating or  hot-water  systems). - lCJ  -
2.4.  In general,  Member  States should  not  regard  ~ach specific  measure  u~  indepen-
dent,  but should  try  to  develop  an  ~~!~g~~!~~-~~~~Sl-~~~~~S_e~l~~l which 
considers  (taking  into actount  the  effects of energy  prices  and  taxes)  the 
interdependence  of regulations,  financial  aids,  and  information  programmes. 
Current  pressures  on  public  authority  budgets  has  produced  a  tendency  to 
reduce  subsidies  and  public  investments for  ~nergy saving.  When  such  reduc-
tions  are  necessary,  it is suggested  that  RUE  programmes  should 
- allocate more  funds  to  warranty  programmes  and  loans  at  lower  interest 
rates,  rather  than  to  grants,  in  order  to  encourage  investment  among  consu-
mers  as  well  as  in  small  and  medium-sized  companies, 
- concentrate  on  the  removal  of information  barriers  by  running specific 
information  and  consulting programmes, 
- implement strict controls of the application or  regulations  and  study 
possibilities of  a  target-setting regulation policy. 
Attention should also  be  paid  to  the  quality of ~~~l~atl2~_§!~~l~~·  which 
are often poor,  especially  as  far  as  achieved  energy  savings  and  free  rider 
effects are  concerned. 
2.5.  The  potential  for  energy  savings  is still remarkable  :  by  2000  A.D.,  about 
25%  of the  final  energy  consumption of the  Community,  namely  auout  200  m toe 
a  year,  could  be  saved.  Energy  saving policy  should  play  an  important  role  in 
the  1980's,  not only  for  this  reason,  but  also  because  energy-saving  invest-
ments  or services  have  a  positive  and  substantial  net  employment  in~act. 
Moreover,  energy  saving  is almost  always  beneficial  to  the  environment. 
Most  of the  push  for  energy  saving must  be  supplied  at national  level,  and 
the  above  paragraphs  have  suggested  some  possibilities  in  improvement  of 
Member  States  programmes.  But  there  is also  a  need  for  ~~!~on_~!~2~~~~~!l 
level.  This  is especially  true  for  standards  for  energy  saving  equipment  and 
appliances,  which  need  to  be  adopted  at  Community  level if the  advantages  of 
the  Community  scale  are  to  be  exploited.  In  some  cases,  moreover,  there  are 
arguments  for  investment  instruments at  Community  level.  The  Commission  will 
shortly  be  submitting separate  communications  indicating possibilities  in 
Community  actions  in  the  buildings,  industrial  and  transport  sector:.>. CompariRon of Energy Saving Programmes 
of EC  Member  States  . 
Annex  I 
Comparative  description of existing Energy  Saving  Programmes - 2  -
Before  presenting  a  compal'ison of existing energy  saving measures  in  the  EC 
countries  the difficulties of  thi::;  kind of analysis  must  be  mentioned.  Heasons  why 
particular measures  by  governments  were  taken  and  others  were  not,  depend  on  a 
great  variety of factors  which  cannot  be  dealt  with  in  depth  in  this  communication 
(e.g.  climatic,  technical,  economic,  legislative  and  administrative  conditions, 
policy  goals,  private activities,  etc.).  Some  of these  factors  will,  however,  be 
illustrated more  clearly  in  later Chapters. 
The  combination of all  these  factors,  together  with  the  countries'  general 
philosophy  and  predominant  problems,  are  needed  to explain the  relative  impor-
tance  attributed  to  regulations,  financial  aid  and  information  programmes  on  one 
hand,  and  on  the  other hand,  such  measures  as  pricing,  taxation,  support  to 
research,  development  and  demonstration,  promotion of nuclear  energy  use  or  the 
belief in  the  effectiveness of market  forces. 
Keeping  the  various  factors  in  mind  which  influence  the  EC  countries'  energy 
saving policies,  the  three  measures  have  been  selected  for  analysis  in this 
co~~unication.  For  grants  and  for  information,  annual  public  expenditure  per 
capita are  compared.  More  sophisticated  comparisons,  however,  such  as  of  funds 
spent  per  toe  saved  or  per  ECU  investment  are not  presented  because  suitable  data 
is not available  in most  cases. 
This  report deals  only  with  government measures.  Efforts  to  promote  energy  saving, 
however,  are  also  made  through  regional  and  local,  public  and  private  initiatives; 
the  intensity of these activities  depends  upon  the extent of decentralization of 
government  policy. 
The  regulations  actually  enforced  in  the  EC  countries  can  be  classified  into 
four  different  types: 
- mandntory  requirements  for  new  buildings,  heating equipment  or  specified 
goods, 
- mandatory  maintenance  requirements,  such  as  periodic  inspections  of boilers, 
control  system~,  or  air-conditioning plants, 
- behavioural  requirements  to  be  observed  in  everyday  life,  such  as  temperature 
limits,  speed  limits,  or  individual  heat  metering,  and  finally (2) 
- 3  -
- energy  labelling to  improve  market  transparency  for  the  consumer  or  investor 
(electricity consumption of household  appliances,  fuel  consumption of cars). 
1.1.  Building codes 
In several  countries  thermal  requirements  for  buildings  were  adopted  long 
before  1973  f~r reasons  unconnected  with the energy crisis.  The  main  purpose 
was  to  ensure  sufficient overall  thermal  comfort,  to avoid  the risk of 
condensation  on the  inside of walls  and  consequent structural  damage.  In 
addition,  prevailing climate,  energy  prices, local  insulation costs,  tradi-
tional modes  of construction and costs,  as well  as  heating habits certainly 
influenced  building codes. 
Such  factors  explain  traditional differences  in countries'  regulations  with 
regard  to both calculation methods  and  standards.  Since  1974,·building codes 
have  been  drawn  up  to  attain a  more  rational use  of energy.  A preliminary 
comparative  study of the thermal  requirements  for  buildings  in  the  EC 
countries  was  made  in  1975  and  updated  in  1981. 
The  values of the  mean  transmission coefficient  Urn  required  by  the  national 
build~ng codes  for  newly-built  houses  and  shown  in  Table  1  are  taken  from 
this study  1 
~-----------------------
XVII/102/81  (Carpentier/Uyttenbroeck).  The  U-coefficient exprecsed  in  W/m2K, 
repre~ents for  a  given material  ito resistance  to heat  losses.  The  smaller  is  U, 
the better  is  the  material  in  terms  of heat  insulation.  As  several  countri~s 
developed  different approaches to  define  minimum  thermal  requirements,  the 
national  thermal  regulations  are  translated  into the  maximum  permitted  mean  U-
values of several  types of buildings as  a  function of the  ratio  between  the 
volume  of the building  (V)  and  the heat  loss  area of the  building  (A).  In a  few 
cases  where  building codes  changes  in  1981  or  1982,  the  new  mean  U-values  have 
been  calculated or estimated  respectively. r---
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In  Belgium,  a  standard  {NBN  B 62-301)  has  been  discussed  since  1979  which at 
present  is  enforced  for  public  buildings  and,  although  not  compulsol'y,  for 
social dwellings  {K  80).  The  standard is said  to be  generally  met  in  new 
buildings. 
The  Danish  requirements  of 1979  are  the strictest of all  EC  countries.  A 
further  version revised  in a  few  minor  points;  but not  in  the  U-values,  came 
into  force  in  April  1983. 
New  regulations  were  set up  by  the  West  German  Government  in  1982  to  replace 
the standards of 1977  in  January  1984.  Mean  heat  transmission  losses  will  be 
reduced  by  20  to  25  %.  An  additional change  introduced  by  the  new  building 
code  is  that existing buildings are  included  where  significant modernization 
is involved  as  well  as  for  the  replacement or addition of  bui~ding parts. 
In  Eranc~ heat  losses  in  buildings are  defined  in  maximum  heat  losses of the 
total building.  Recent  improvements  would  suggest that the  equivalent  Urn-
values  in  Table  1  would  drop  to  around  1.0 W/m2K  and  1.6 W/m2K  for  the 
coldest climatic  zone.  These  are still rather high  when  compared  to other  EC 
countries  with similar climates  (see  Figure  1~.  However,  the  French  Govern-
ment  announced  already  in  1980,  that the  energy  consumption of new  buildings 
should  be  reduced  by  50  % in  1985  and  is  therefore  considering,  inter alia, 
the  introduction of stricter building codes. 
Qr~~ce introduced  relatively strict building codes  for  new  residential  and 
public buildings  in  1979.  For  three climatic  zones  depending  on  minimum 
outside  temperature  during  two  successive  days,  the regulation stipulates 
maximum  U-values  for building elements  and  for  facades  as  well  as  maximum 
mean  heat  transmission. 
Ir~land adopted  32  % stricter standards  in  1982.  The  mean  U-value,  which  did 
not  depend  on  the  shape of the building  in  the  1979  regulation,  is still kept 
invariant  from  the  volume/area relation. 
The  Italian  building codes  in  force  since  1977  are  defined  in  maximum 
permitted volumetric heat losses of the  building,  similar  to  the  French 
regulations.  Six climatic  zones  specified  on  a degree  days  basis  take  into 
account  the  large differences  in climate  between  Northern  Italy.  and  Sicily. 
The  building  codes  also  include  existing buildings  where  significant moderni-
zation  is  involved. - 6  -
~~xe~bourg only  has  building standards  for  public  buildings.  However,  foreign 
standards are  applied  (German  DIN,  French  AFNOR,  and  Belgian  NBN).  Building 
standards,  similar  to those of West  Germany,  are  in  preparation . 
• 
In  the  Neth~rl~~ds,  building codes  from  1978  were  again  revised  in  1982  for 
individual  building elements  with  direct outdoor exposure  such  as  ceiling and 
floors.  Compared  to  other  Member  States  they  are still relatively  low  (see 
figure 1).  The  municipal  by-law  contains  regulations  with  regard  (mainly  for 
ground  !eve l  floors)  to  the  insulation of dwellings,  hotels  and  offices. 
The  Uni t£~_!':_;_~~om also adopted  35  to  40  % stricter building codes,  which  now 
are  in line  with  the  common  practice of EC  countries if degree  days  are  taken 
as  the predominant  influencing factor  (see  Figure  1). 
During  the  last two  years,  there  has  been  a  significant harmonization of 
building codes.  The  actual  permitted  values,  however,  appear  to  be still  too 
high  for  most  European  countries if additional  costs  for  additional  insula-
tion· of new  buildings  are  compared  with  additional  benefits  from  saved  energy 
costs during  the  life-time of these  buildings.  This  argument  most  probably 
holds  for  all  EC  countries.(see  Figure  1).  The  two  Member  countries  with 
highest  and  lowest  degree  day  values  (Denmark  and  Greece)  have  actually 
enforc~d  the strictest building codes,  especially  for  large  buildings  with  a 
high  volume-to-area relation. 
In  Figure  1,  the colder  locations  appear  on  the right and  should  consequently 
have  lowest  Urn  values  for good  insulation  to avoid  heat loss.  The  scatter of 
points  on  the graph  illustrates  widely  different standards  for cities having 
similar climates. - 7  -
Figure  1:  Urn-values  of specified  buildings  and  mean  degree  days  of EC  countries 
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Considerable  evidence  suggests that stricter building codes  induce  ~~g~tive 
effects  such  as  -------
- making  the  construction of new  houses  more  costly, 
- reduced  sales of heating and  air-conditioni~~ equipment  because  of reduced 
energy  needs,_ 
- depressing  demand  for  particular construction materials  such  as  bricks, 
lime  sand~.tone,  and  pumice  stone,  because  these materials  have  ruther high 
heat  transmission coefficients. 
Care  has  to  be  taken  to  ease  impacts of these  negative  effects.  Ext~nding the 
time-span  tt:+~1een the  introduction of stricter regulations  and  the  time  of 
enforcemen~.  ~._,  cover several  years  gives  enough  time  for  structural  changes 
within the  industries concerned  to adapt  and  to  train construction workers. 
In  the  EC  countries construction methods,  the costs  for  insulation  and 
heating habits .vary  greatly.  Consequently,  it is difficult to  make  a  genera_! 
recommendation  for  the design of economically optimal  building standards. 
Local  climatic conditions,  local  or regional  construction  ahd  installation 
costs,  national  purchasing power,  regional or national  markets  of housing 
space,  and  national  energy  prices must  be  taken  into consideration.  The 
Commission  is  preparing an  "Action  Programme  for  Energy  Savings  in  Buil-
dings",  in  which  these  questions are dealt with  in more  detail. 
In  any  case  the nationally distinct considerations  should not dissuade 
- those countries which  have  not yet enforced  any  regulations  for  particular 
types  of buildings  (i.e. office buildings or  industrial  buildings  with  an 
inside  temperature of less than  l9°C)  from  introducing building standards, 
the  EC  countries  from  examining  the costs and  benefits of stricter stan-
dards,  especially for  large  buildings,  and  extension of these  standards  to 
cases  such  as  significant modernization of buildings or.the replacement  or 
addition of parts of building. 
Comparing  the actual  si tuatiou of enfor·ced  regulations  (see  Table  2)  one 
notes  that 
- almost all countries  demanrl  minim~m insulation of pipes,  ducts,  etc. - 9  -
- a  few  countries  do  not  demand  any  kind of control  installations  for  central 
heating systems· (Belgium,  Greece,  Ireland,  Luxembourg)  or  only  for  non-
domestic  buildings  (United  Kingdom).  This  situation c•m  partly  be  explained 
by  the  fact  that  in  these countries central  heating systems  are  less  wide-
spread than  in  the  other  EC  countries; 
- no  country  requires outdoor  temperature  related control  for  single  family 
houses.  If the  pay-back  time  of outdoor  temperature  related control  is 
compared  to  that of double  or  triple glazing,  outdoor  temperature  control 
is much  more  cost-effective. I 
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Considering the  actual  regulations  and  the  techno-economic  facts,  the 
contribution of  ~!:ro.!_l~!:~!l~ti~ to  ene1•gy  conservation  seems  to  be 
underestimated,  especially  in  regions  with  degree  day  values of more  than 
2,500  (on  the  basis of l8°C). 
Stricter building codes  reduce  the annual .energy  requirement of new  buildings 
and  hence  increase the  pay-back  time of control  installations.  But  the 
predominant  area of requirements  for control  installations are  ~uildi~g~ 
already constructed,  even  though  their profitability is often  limited  by 
additional cost-effective  insulation of the outer shell of the  building. 
Only  very  few  countries  demand  a  minimum  boiler  performance  without  any 
capacity  limits and  for all types of fuel.  This  is partly explained  by  the 
fact that several  countries enforced operating standards  and  periodic 
maintenance  controls,  thus  indirectly  introducing minimum  performance 
standards  for  new  boilers. 
In general,  the  minimum  standard  r~quirements can  easily  be  met  by  the  boiler 
or burner producers.  France  tries  to develop,  inter alia,  the  efficiency of 
heating systems  in  the  framework  of its general  objective  to .reduce  energy 
consumption of new  buildings  by  50  % by  1985.  However,  no  EC  country  has 
explicitly  introduced  a  high  combustion efficiency  standard  announced  some 
years prior to its enforcement  so  as  to  give  producers  enough  time  for 
development.  This  would  spur  technical  innovation  and  is already  common 
practice  in  environmental  legislation,  especially  in  the  United  State~. 
Design  and  installation of heating systems  in  buildings  can  be  excellent,  but 
poor  maintenance  of the  boiler  and  incompetent  handling of control  instal-
lations  may  cause  very  low  heat  generation efficiencies.  Surveys  in  the 
residential,  commercial,  public  and  industrial  sectors  in  the  Federul 
Republic  of Germany,  for  instance,  concluded  that 10% to  30% of  the  boilers 
examined  did  not  comply  with existing standards  for operation.  Compliance  of 
• 
g3G·-fircd  boi lcrG  wos  better  than  of oi 1-fircd boil  erG. Tc.bie  3  Operating  standards  for  boilers  and  mandatory  individual  heat metering  in  uoart~ent  buildi~~s. 
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Six of the  EC  countries  introduced operating standards  for  boilers  nnd 
mandatory  periodit control  by  approved  firms  (see  Table  3).  Denmork  and 
Luxembourg  restricted the  regulations  to oil boilers.  The  German  t'el'.ulations 
lowered  the  maximum  permitted exhaust  losses stepwise  over  several  y<.!ars. 
Again,  standards  can  easily  be  met  if maintenance  is carried out  by  techni-
cally  trained  personnel and/or  new  high-e~ficiency boilers are  installed. 
1.4.  Individual  heat  metering  in  apartment buildings 
Energy  savings  by  individual  heat  metering  have  been  estimated  in  Germany,  on 
the  basis of empirical  findings,  in the  range  between  10  and  20  %.  Even  if 
only  a  10% saving  is  assumed,  because  of influences of increasing energy 
prices  during  the  period concerned,  individual  heat metering  is still to  be 
judged  as  a  very cost-effective  measure.  But  only  in  two  countries,  France 
and  Germany,  is this measure  being enforced  for  complience  by  1985  in all 
existing buildings  (see  Table  3}. 
This  regulation  is certainly less  important  in countries  where  few  people 
live  in  apartment buildings  (e.g.  Ireland)  or  in  areas  with  low  heating costs 
(i.e.  in the southern  parts of Italy and  Greece). 
1.5.  Te~erature limits  in  building~ 
The  convenience  of centrally heated  buildings  and  relatively cheap  energy  in 
the  1960ies  changed  heating  and  clothing  customs  in  many  countries:  The 
buildings  were  kept at  summer  indoor  temperatures  even  in  winter.  As  energy 
savings  per  degree  centigrade  reduction are  about  5  % to  7  %,  almost  all  EC 
countries  required  temperature  limits  for  public  buildings,  at  least  (see 
Table  4).  In  three  countries,  France,  Italy,  and  the  United  Kingdom,  the 
regulations  cover all non-domestic  buildings.· 
In  Italy  the  regulations  also  include  centrally  h~ated buildings  in  the 
residential sector;  and  France,  makes  no  exception  even  in  the  residential 
sector,  where  the  limit of  l9°C  is applied. 
The  control  of  temperature  limits  may  be  easy  in  the  case of public  buil-
dings.  Sporadic  checks  in the  commercial  sector is one  way,  limitation of 
heating oil delivery  to  the  consumers  in  the  commercial  and  residenllal 
sectors  is another  method  (Belgium,  France). T~ble  4: Temperature  limits  in  buildings,  energy  labelli~g,  and  speed  li~its, in  the  EC  countries - 1~ -
This  measure  has  been  designed  by  the  European  Community  to  increase  market 
transparency  by  better  information of the  coma tmer  about  the  energy  con-
sumption of  maj.or  ~E2!!~!!£~!!
2 .  Up  to  now  only  four  countries  (Belgium, 
Denmark,  France,  Italy)  have  transposed  the  EC  directives  into their 
legislation.  In  Germany  there exist technical  specifications  for  voluntary 
labelling,  whereas  the  Netherlands  have  declared,  in a  energy  saving bill, 
their intention  to  introduce  the  labelling of domestic  appliances. 
Energy  labt'; · t:1g  for  5:~!! has  been mandatory  in  the  United  Kingdom  since 
1977.  In  France,  since  1976  advertisements  have  mentioned  the  gasoline 
consumption  of new  cars.  In  a  few  other countries energy  labelling for  cars 
3  is widely  applied voluntarily  by  meeting the  EC  measurement  standard  (see 
Table  4). 
The  enforcement of speed  limits took  ~lace in or after the year of drastic 
energy  price  increases  in almost all  EC  countries.  They  vary  between  Member 
States  (see  Table  4};  no  harmonisation at Community  level  could  be  reached. 
This  measure  can  find additional  justification in  reduced  incidence of 
. 
serious road  accidents. 
Additional  regulations  are  implemented  in  only  a  few  EC  countries.  Some  were 
designed  to  deal  with specific national conditions  such  as  balance of fore.ign 
trade,  oil dependence,  power  generation capacity. 
2-----------------------
Framework Airective  CEE/530/79  and  application directive  CEE/531/79  for  electric 
ovens  3  Directive  CEE  80/1268 - lll  -
Except  for  boiler operation  standards~ most  EC  countries  have  no  specific 
energy  saving regulations  for  industry.  However,  there  are  a  few  excep-
tions  : 
In Italy all  firms  with  more  than  1,  000  employees  or  an  energy  consurnp tion 
of more  than  10,000  toe per year have  to  appoint  an  energy  ma~agc~ who  is 
responsible  for  energy  saving. 
Greek  firms  consuming  high or medium  voltage electricity or certain yearly 
quantities of oil  products  have  to  undertake~~  auditin~ and  report  to 
the  Ministry  (in  other countries audits  have  been  done  on  voluntary  basis). 
In addition,  new  or expaPding  firms  with  more  than  50  employees  have  to set 
aside  3  % of their total  investment  for  energy conservation  purposes. 
- Rational  use  and  saving of electricitl 
There  are only  very  few  regulations  concern~ng a  more  rational  use  or 
saving of electricity although  the  importance  of electricj ty  in  relntion  to 
primary  energy  consumption  is high  because of its high generation  losses of 
more  than  60  % and  transmission  losses of  a~ound 6  % to  8  %. 
Daylight-savin~~~ has  been  introduced  in all  EC  countries;  the electri-
city  savings,  however,  are  estimated  to  be  less than 0.3% of final  energy 
consumption  so  that positive effects  on  leisure  seem  to  be  more  important 
than  on  energy  saving. 
- Belgium,  France,  and  Greece  enforced  regulations  for  ~~~~~£cial_~ghti~e 
including technical  requirements  (ionized  gas  or  fluorescent  tubes)  or  time 
limits  for  illuminated advertisements.  Belgium  restricted highway  lighting. 
The  French  Government  tried  to  limit advertisements  which  would  promote 
energy  consumption. - l'l  -
- Ventilation  and  air-condition~ng 
There  is almost no  information available  on  hea~ losses  by  mechanical 
ventilation  and electricity consumption  for. air-conditioning·.  Although  the 
share of  add~tional energy  necessary  for ventilation and  air-conditioning 
may  vary greatly among  the  EC  countries,  technical  energy saving potentials 
are extr·e,r;ly high  ( 20  % to  80  %) • 
It was  this  factor  which  led  Denmark  and  Italy to  introduce  regulations  for 
buildings  ~~i th mechanical  ventilation.  In Italy,  buildings have  to  be 
equipp~d  ~-·.: h  an  energy  recuperation plant to  recover the  waste  heat  in 
certain cases.  In  Denmark,  there  exi~t general  recommendations  for  heat 
recovery  in  mechanical  ventilation.  The  decision  is left to the  investor. 
- ~ace heating 
Italy restricted operating time of all boilers producing ·space  heat  to  a 
maximum  permitted operating period during the  heating season  and  to  maximum 
permitted  daily operating hours.  The  regulation distinguishes six climatic 
zones  (the  same  as  for building codes). 
2.  Financial  support 
2.1.  Quantitative  comparison 
A comparison of the  financial  aid  with regard  to  the  funds  per  year  and 
capita is difficult because  : 
- In  some  countries detailed data  on  programme  budgets  are  not available  for 
all  programmes. 
- Some  programmes  cover  several  sectors,  and  so  cannot  be  attributed  to  each 
sector separately:  it is attributed  to  the -sector  considered  most  affected. 
- In addition,  some  countries  have  programmes  intended  to  support energy 
saving  and  at the  same  time  other goals  such  as  environmental  protection, 
employment,  etc.  (especially  Denm~rk,  France  and  the  Netherlands).  In  this 
report such expenditures are attributed  t'o  rational use  of energy. .  - 18  -
Grants  play  by  far the  most  important role  among  financial  measures.  The 
modest  recourse  to  low  interest  loans  is surprising because  they  should  be 
effective  and  less costly  to  public authorities than  outright  ~rants.  A 
considerably high  figure  in  the  Federal  Republic of Germany  results  fro10  one 
loan  programme  (the  6.3 Billion  OM  Loan  Programme).  Its  funds  were  available 
for  applicants over  a  period of only  14  mqnths.  Funds  per year  and  per capita 
would  be  smaller if the  programme  had  been  in operation for  longer. 
Some  kinds of tax  relief such  as the reduction of V. A. T.  (Value  Added  Tax) 
have  a  very  similar effect to that of grants.  However,  the  prevailing type of 
tax  relief in  the  EC  countries  is  income-tax relief. 
The  average  amount  spent on  financial  aids  (as  far  as  they  are  known)  in  the 
ten  community  countries  in  1982  is 8.6 ECU  per  year,  per capita.  Denmark  and 
the  Netherlands  have  by  far  the  highest figures.  The  Federal  Republic  of 
Germany  is also  above  the average.  France  is about  the average,  whereas  all 
other countries offer grants per year  and  capita far  below  the  EC  average 
(see  Figure  2).  It is  worth  noting that  Danish  public  spending has,  however, 
been  lower  in  1983  than  in  1982.  Some  other Member  States have  probably  also 
reduced  their budgets  in  1983,  whereas  Belgium  has  considera~ly increased  its 
public spending  for  energy  saving purposes  (see  Annex  II). 
Broken  down  by  sectors,  Table  5  shows  that  in  most  countries  both  the  amount 
of programme  funds  and  the  variety of programmes  concentrate  on  the  residen-
tial and  industrial sectors.  Separate  programmes  for  agriculture  have  been 
implemented  only  rarely;  the subsidies offered  to agriculture  are  sometimes 
included  in  the  programmes  for  the  industrial sector.  With  regard  to  the 
public sector,  considerable  amounts  have  been  spent mainly  in  Denmark,  the 
Federal  Republic  of Germany  and  the  UK.  Their  subsidies  per capita  have  been 
above  average  in  1982.  It is worth  noting  that the  UK  started actions  in  this 
field  as  early  as  1972. ~ 
Table  5 
1) 
Financial  support  programmes  for  energy  saving  in the  EC  countries  :  ECU  per  capita  in  1982 
8  0  DK  F  GR  I  IRL  LUX  NL  uK2> 
Residential  sector  2.0  6.0  16.7  5.9  0.2  3.3  6.9  1.2 
Industry +  Agriculture  2.1  2.1  1.8  1.8  1.8  4.o3'  0.2  7.8  0.1 
Public  sector  2.6  2.4  1.2  0.033)  1.3  2.5 
District  heating  2.4  1.9  1.3  1.9  1.0  and  CHP 
Total  (ECU  per  4)  4.1  13.1  22.8 10.2  1.8  5.9  0.4  3.~  17.0  3.8  capita) 
============================= F================================================================= 
Note  :  4) 
Total  (MECU)  5)  41 
1)  R,  0  +  0  programmes  not  included 
2>  Budgets  1981/82 
3)  Not  yet  implemented 
810  116  544,5 
4)  Information  programmes  not  included  (see  table 9) 
5>.  See  Annex  II, tables  A 1 to  A 10 
17  337,5  1.6  1.3  241  208 
EUR  10 
3.5 
2.3 
1.5 
1.3 
8.6 
!============= 
2,318.1 
... 
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FINANCIAL  SUPPORT  TO  ENERGY  CONSERVATION  IN  EEC 
PER  CAPITA  IN  1982 
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As  far  as  political soal setting is  concerned  on  the allocation of subsidies, 
two  main  strategies  were  found:  One  is primarily  to· substitute oil,  the  other 
is to  save  energy  in general.  Denmark  and  Ital~ for  example  seem  to  have  laid 
stress on  the first strategy.  Both countries  are  highly dependent  on  oil 
imports.  Qil_~ub~titution is  achieved  through further  development of district 
heating and,  in  particular,  through  promoting  the  use  of renewable  energy 
sources.  For  climatic  reasons  solar energy  use  is  highly  suitable  in  Italy 
whereas  Denmark  benefits  from  its advanced  technical  know-how  (on  district 
heating,  st.r ...  incinerators,  wind  energy). 
The  Federal  Republic  of Germany  and  Frahce,  for  example,  have  attached 
importance  to  the second strategy.  They  have  of course  also  promoted  oil 
substitution but  a  great emphasis  lay  on overall  ene~avi~. All  energy-
saving  techniqu~s have  been  supported  to  a  similar extent,  with  insulation 
measures  being given  priority  in  Germany  and  cons·ulting  in  France.  Similar 
strategies  have  been  adopted  in  the  Netherlands  to  conserve ·indiginous gas; 
and  to  some  extent  in  Belgium  and  Ireland. 
When  discussing financial  s~pport measures  two  problems  remain  to  be  solved: 
insufficient  information  for,  and  insufficient liquidity of the  investor  in 
the residential sector and  in  small  and  medium-sized  firms. 
As  the  assumption of a  well-informed,  rationally  deciding  investor ofteu is 
wrong  in  practice,  in  some  countries  a  great deal  of attention  is  paid  to 
providing  information  and  practical  know-how,  as  is the  case,  for  example,  in 
the  Federal  Republic  of Germany,  the  United  Kingdom,  Denmark  and,  above  all, 
in France.  France  even  has  stopped  a  grant  programme  for  the  residential 
sector  in  1982,  and  replaced it by  subsidized consultation  to  promote  better 
decisions  on  investments. 
On  the  other hand  the  restricted availability of capital  curtails energy 
saving  investments.  For  investors  - especially  in  small  and  medium  sized 
firms  - already credit  limited it may  be  impossible  to obtain  a  furlher  loan 
for  energy  saving  investments.  M<:my  enerey  saving  investments  generally  would 
pay  for  themselves  because  of their high  profitability,  but  such  invt:~tors 
could only  obtain  further credit if a  warranty  were  given  by  the government 
or  by  an  other institution.  Often,  significant energy.savings  may  be  achieved 
by  changed  production  processes,  enabling rationalization and/or  economies  of - 2J  -
scale.  Such  inveLtments  often constitute  major  barriers  especially  for  small 
and  medium-sized  enterprises,  by  far  exceeding  their normal  level  of finruJ-
cing  ("take-off investments"). 
France  is the  only  country  providing a  warranty  programme  especially  designed 
for  energy  saving  investments  and  has  furthermore  enabled  banks  to  reduce 
reserve  limits  and  to raise the  amount of creaits given  for  these  invest-
ments,  thus raising  the  amount  of capital  available. 
A close  relationship  between  energy  conservation  programmes  and  the  overall 
objectives of the  economic  policl seems  to  be  drawn  mainly  by  the  Governments 
of large  or  more  wealthy  EC  countries,  depending  on  the  general  philosophy of 
the  economic  policy.  For  example,  the  United  Kingdom  emphasized  the  proper 
functioning of the  market,  both  in  production  and  consumption of fuels.  Thus, 
a.key  element of the  Government's  approach  is  energy  pricing,  reflecting 
long-term  costs of supply.  The  present  Government  has  cut  some  of the  former 
financial  programmes,  particularly for  private  households  and  companies.  The 
energy  saving policy  is designed  to supplement  their price  message  given  to 
consumers  by  focusing  on  the  pr~vision of  information,  advisory  services, 
subsidies  for  consultation  and  the  like. 
France  tries  to  solve  both  problems  of saving energy  and  of unemployment  with 
a  combined  policy.  Financial  incentives  and  activities  in  the  public  sector 
are  partly directed at creating jobs  in  the  f'ield  of'  energy  conservution, 
through,  for  example,  modernization of grant-aided dwellings.  Similar efforts 
were  found  in  the  Netherlands,  Denmark  and  the  Federal  Republic  of Germany. 
These  countries'  energy  conservation  programmes  are  particularly  conceived  as 
part of their overall  economic  policy. 
In general,  energy  saving  programmes  reveal  a  certain concentration  on  space 
heating  and  process  heat,  neglecting  to  some  extent the  more  efficient use  of 
electricity which  could  lead  to  worthwhile  savings  of'  primary  energy. 
Yearly  energy  savings  per  1,000  ECU  invested  were  estimated  in  scvel'al 
countries  (see  '!'able  7).  They  range  between 
-0.25 a'1d  1.3  toe/1,000  ECU  per  year  in  the residential  and  public  sectot' j  Energy  savings  (toe)  per year  and  1,000  ECU  invest~ent  I . 
·Sector  as  prerequisite  . 
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- 1.2  and  2.8 toe/1,000  ECU  per year  in-the  industrial,  commercial  c:.tnd 
agricultural  sectors. 
Even  if the different energy  price levels  in the  sectors are  taken  into 
account,  the profitability o.f  the  investments  in  industry  and  commerce  is 
twice  as  high  as  in the residential  and  p~blic sector.  A reason  for  this  may 
be  misguided  investment priorities  (see  2.6.) 
2.4.  Free-rider effects 
Given  that  many  investments  in  energy  saving equipment  pay  bacl<  in  ~ reaso-
nable  time  period it might  be  asked if any  financial  incentive  to  invest 
should  be  necessary at all.  A well-informed,  rationally deciding  investor 
would  be  expected  to invest without  any  public  incentive.  Given  this  type  of 
investor,  grants or  any  other financial  subsidy  would  be  cost-effective  only 
for  cases  in  which  pay-back  times  are  too  long  or  for  investors  that have 
more  urgent  investment  priorities.  A very  important consideration  in  this 
context  is the free-rider effect.  Free-riders  take  advantage of financial  aid 
although  they  would  have  made  the  planned  investment  without  su~h ~id.  The 
free-riders  lower  the cost-effectiveness of subsidies.  Altho~gh infot·mation 
on  the magnitude  of this effect is scarce,  it is  remarkable  that  high-incorut: 
households  and  large  companies  claim  for subsidies more  often  than  others. 
The  assessment of the  free-rider effect is  an  important,  but  very  difficult 
. 
part of any  evaluation, .A  clear statement about  the proportion of free-riders 
was  only  found  in  two  cases.  A study  done  in U.S.A.  estimated  that  43% of 
subsidized  investments  would  have  occurred  without  financial  aid.  A telephone 
survey  in  Germany  about  the  impact of a  6, 3  billion  DM  loan  programme 
suggested  a  free-rider effect of over  80  %.  However,  the  latter enquiry  may 
be  open  to criticism because political motivation of the  enquiry  may  have 
partly obscured  the objectivity of a  scientifically conducted  representative 
enquiry. 
Some  French  evaluations  corrunent  in  general  terms  on  the  free-rider effects  as  . 
being  important.  A unrepresentative  Swedish  study  calculated the  proportion 
of free-riders  to  be  20  % to  25  %.  Free-rider effects estimated  by  u  :>tudy 
for  the  German  government are  rather high;  with  regard  to grant  schemes,  they 
vary  between  30  % to  more  than  75  %.  A similarly high  assessment  is  made  by 
this German  study,  as  far  as  building codes  ?nd  standards  for  new  boilers  and - 26  -
hot-water production are  concerned,  10 % up  to  30 % 'overcomply'  with  actual 
standards  for  economic  reasons.  On  the other hand,  around  10 % do  not  meet 
the standards. 
Though  lacking  in precision,  there  is no  doubt  that free-rider effects 
significantly reduce  the effectiveness of public authority  financial  support. 
Some  countries  have  made  efforts  to  increase cost-effectiveness of the 
subsidies.  E.g.  in  France,  a  number  of subsidies concentrate  on  economically 
disadvantaged  people  or companies  with  scarce financial  resources.  The  Danish 
Government  :·.  , ·  only  makes  the approval  of subsidies  in  the residential  sector 
dependent  c11  achieved  energy  savings  b1-1t  also tries  to  take  into  account 
different motivation of building owners  to  increase  the capital  stock  and, 
hence,  to alleviate the confliet of interest between  tenants  and  landlords 
(landlords  pay .for  energy-saving  investments,  ~enants pay  for  heating costs): 
Owners  of rented  dwellings  receive  a  higher percentage of subsidies  than 
owner-occupiers  (a similar procedure  was  found  in  the Netherlands).  In 
addition,  expected  increases of energy prices are  taken  into account  by 
reducing  the percentage of subsidies  each year.  Resulting effects  such  as 
premature  replacements  are  favoured  for overall  economic  reasons. 
In  some  countries,  subsidies are  limited  to certain  technologies  with rather 
low  pr6fitability  (renewables,  combined  heat and  power generation,  district 
heating).  Exclusj on  of highly profitable  technologies  lowers  the proportion 
of free-riders obtaining subsidies,  but it also  limits the  investor's  energy 
saving options  and it increases also administration costs  for  approving 
subsidies. 
Such  measures  cannot  help  to  avoid  free-rider effects completely.  However, 
compared  to other countries  w1th  comprehensive  subsidizing policies,Uenmark 
and  France  are  shown  to  have  made  the  most effort to  allocate public  funds  in 
a  cost-effective  way  with  due  regard  to  overall  budget  stringency.  At  present 
no  conclusive  statements  can  be  made  on  the proportion of free-riders  in  the 
EC  countries. 
However,  it can  be  inferred  that  the  share of free-riders  increases  when 
- the subsidies  cover  only  a  small  share of the. costs;  if they  arc  ~elow 15 % 
to  20  %,  the  increase  in  profitability  they  effect is  minimal  and  tht 
subsidy  cannot  be  expected  to have  a  specific  promoting effect.  Consequent-
ly,  such  low  subsidies should  be  avoioed; .  - .-!1  -
- profitability  is  high  for  an  investment  even  without  subsidy;  con:.;equently 
some  programmes  exclude  investments  with  short  pay-back  times; 
- criteria  for grants  do  not  include  the  financial  situation of the  appli-
cants;  to  counterbalance  this  some  programmes  are  restricted  to  low-income 
households  or small  and  me.dium-sized  companies; 
the  duration  of  the  programme  is short.  There  is  some  evidence  that  the 
free-riders  invest  more  often  in  the first  two  or  three years of  a  subsi-
dized  programme,  subsequently  the proportion of free-riders  tends  to 
decrease.  Consequently,  subsidy  programmes  should  have  ~  minimum  duration 
of 4  to  5  years.  Exceptions  to  this rule  occur  for  programmes  designed  to 
promote  rapid  market  introduction of a  defined,  marketable  product  or 
technology  (e.g.  economizer,  high-efficiency  gas  boiler). 
2.5.  Premature  re~lacements 
Some  Member  States  (e.g.  Denmark)  pursue  a  grant  policy  promoting  r!:emature 
ree_lacement,  i.e.  reinvestments  in  energy-saving  technologies  several  years 
before  the  end  of the  usual  technical  life  time.  Although  this effect is 
rather  similar  to  free-rider effects,  this policy  may  have  some  advantages  in 
cases or·reducing mid-term  unemployment  or of periods of stagnating  energy 
prices.  During  this  period,  reinvestments  can  be  made  more  profitRhlP.  by  the 
subsidy  which  may  influence  the  investor's decision.  Premature  replacements 
dampen  the impact  on  the  balance  of  foreign  trade  in  the  event of price 
increases  fur  imported  energy.  Prematur-e  replacements,  however,  rrtay  al::>o 
produce  negative  effects  such  as  economic  ~istortions of particular markets 
and  high  inflation rates  for  particular products  and  services. 
Although  several  subsidy  programmes  were  explicitly or  implicitly  designed  to 
promote  premature  replacement  effects,  no  evaluation  study  took  up  this  topic 
nor  any  related  mid-term  effects  sGch  as  economic  effects  upon  the  markets 
concerned. 
In  the  residential  sector  and  am~ng small  and  medium-sized  firms,  there  is  a 
lack  of both  technical  energy-related  know-how  and  market  knowledge.  As  mRny 
grant  schemes  limit  the  subsidy  to  certain  technologies,  this  may  lead  lo 
unwise  choices  as  follows  : - As  the  investor is not  aware of the causal  links of individual  en~rgy­
saving  investments,  he  may  choose. the  wrong  sequ~nce of  investment  (e.g. 
first a  new  boiler and  then  insulation of the outer shell of the  building 
instead of vice versa). 
- As  investors  can  choose  one of several  alternatives,  their decision  may 
lead  to  less profitable  investment  because  investors  tend  to  decide  on  the 
basis of past  investment habits or other pre"ssures  (one  example  is  window 
replacement  instead of many  other more  profitable  investments). 
-Finally,  t:.c grant  may  result in  less profitable  investments  because  the 
investor does  not  know  the  degree of·profitability of each of the  measures 
from  which  he  is to  choose  (e.g.,  in many  cases it is more  profitable  to 
invest first in non-subsidized control  equipment  than  in other subsidized 
equipment  such  as  heat  exchangers). - 29  -
Table  8:  Share of different types of energy  saving  investments  in  the  rcf;idcntial 
sector subsidized  by  public  programmes  in  some  EC  countries 
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As  Table  8  indicates,home  and  building owners  obviously  choose  the  Wl'Ong  type 
of investment  because of insufficient knowledge  of profitability  in  many 
cases:  The  misguided  ranking of investment  in~o window  and  door  replacement 
brought about  an  unintended  and  unnecessarily  low  benefit-cost ratio of the 
public subsidies  involved. 
Misguided  choices  of investment priorities antl,  hence,  avoidable  losses  of 
possible  energy  savings  could  be  reduced  by  the  following possibilities 
individual  consultation  prior to application or  the actual  investment 
decision  by  the  owner;  this measure  has  been  in use  in  Denmark  since  1981. 
Some  800  energy consultants suggest an  investment  plan  to  the  hom~-owner on 
the  basis of an  individual  heat inspection.  This  consulting  is subsidized 
by  the  Danish  government  with  700  DKr-(86  ECU)  per dwelling.  As  the 
distinct decrease of per capita energy  consumption  in  the  Danish  residen-
tial sector since  1980  cannot  entirely  be  explained  by  high  energy  price 
jumps,  there seems  to  be  some  evidence  that heat  inspection prior  to 
investments  makes  the subsidy  programme  much  more  cost-effective.  Danish 
experts estimate that the consultation doubled  the  cost-effectiveness of 
the  invested capital. 
A second  possibility is  an  economic  incentive: 
France,  for  instance,  did  not give  the  grant  on  the  basis of a  certain 
percentage of investment cost but  on. the  basis of expected  enerst_savln~ 
400  FF  (61  ECU)  per  toe  saved  per year.  This  condition  forced  the  ow~er to 
think  about  a  proper ranking of his  energy-saving  investments.  The  French 
programme,  however,  was  terminated  in  1982  because  the grant  which  amounted 
to around  2  % to  3  % of the  investment  produced  a  high  percentage of free-
riders  and  high  administration  costs.  Furthermore,  firms  which  made 
proposals  and  tenders  were  sometimes  not qualified  to estimate expected 
savings  or  their proposals  were  influenced  by  self-interest.  Finally, 
investments  were  partly  mis-channelled  on  the  b~sis of short-term profita-
bility considerations  (new  boiler)  instead of long-term profitability 
(reduction of heat  demand  by  insulation). 
Most  of the  Dutch  grant  schemes  demand  as  prerequisite  minimum  enerr~ 
savings  per  Hfl  invested.  All  these  prerequisites  reduce  misguided  invest-
ment  priorities but  also  increase  free-rider effects,  whi~h ?gain  can  be 
reduced  by  defining profitability limits or excluding highly  profitable 
investments. 31  -
A solid  basis of  information  is a  prerequisite  for  any  voluntary  energy  saving 
activities.  The  consumer  should  at least be  sufficiently  aware  of and  informed 
about 
- the  necessity of  making  more  efficient use of energy,  either  for  cost-saving 
or political  and  economic  reasons, 
their present  energy  consumption  and  saving potentials, 
- concrete actions  to  be  taken or  investments  to  be  made  and  expected  savings 
as  a  result of these activities. 
Prior  to  the first oil price crisis in  1973,  after many  years  of considerable 
economic  growth  and of carelessly  consumed  low-priced  energy  in  households  and 
less energy-intensive  industries,  little need  was  felt for  energy  conservation. 
Consequently,  energy  awareness  and  energy-related  knowledge  were  often  lacking. 
In  view of this  background,  one  of the first activities of the  Governments  in 
almost all  EC  countries  (except  Greece)  to  promoting  energy  saving was  to 
implement  a  general  information  and  publicity  campaign.  In  recent years, 
however,  it has  been  realized that this  kind  of information  does  not  suffice, 
especially  as  a  means  of encouraging energy-saving  investments.  It tends  to 
lead  to  avoiding  energy  waste  more  than  promoting  investments. 
In  the  past  ten years  the  EC  countries'  central  Governments  have  developed 
several  information strategies which  will  be  classified  into  four  categories 
below.  As  far  as  information  policies are  concerned  it is  very  important  to 
keep  in  mind  that the  amount  of activities based  on  private,  local  or  regional 
initiatives  (industrial associations,  chambers  of commerce,  local  and  regional 
authorities,  association::;  of engineers,  archiLecL::;,  etc.)  and  cooJ·din;.;ted 
programmes  by  governments  and  other  institutions strongly  influence  the  need 
for  centralized  information strategies. 
Besides  initial publicity campaigns  which  aim  at  encouraging a  different 
attitude  towards  energy  consumption  through  the  mass  media,  advertiuements  or 
leaflets,  a  comparison  between  the  EC  countries  revealed  the  follow1ng  types 
of campaigns: - 32  -
special  campaigns  about  individual  topics  which  also provide  comprehensive 
te·chnical  information or  even  a  :form  of  checkli~?t for  energy  con::;ervation 
for  households,  especially  on  the _following  topics: 
o  Belgium:  insulation of dwellings 
o  Federal  Republic  of Germany:  insulation,  use  of household  appliances, 
driving behaviour 
o  France:  energy  saving  in  dwellings,  weather  information  to  help  achieve 
optimal  switch-on/off  time of heating systems,  economical  driving and 
installing energy-saving devices  in cars 
o  Italy:  "!lecnda  for  Space  Heating Plants Operation" 
o  Irelan l:  i:1anuals  on  energy  saving options  in  buildings 
o  Luxembourg:  recommendation of insulation standards  for  new  dwelljngs 
o  United  Kingdom:  insulation,  use  of central  heating controls,  checklist 
for motorists 
- detailed  information  and  checklists  for  industries,  especially  in  Belgium, 
Italy  (provided  by  national  fuel  and electricity companies),  Ireland, 
United  Kingdom  (partly included  in  ~opic 4:  education  and  training).  In 
France  and  especially  in  Ireland industrial  managers  responsible  for  energy 
are  personally contacted_ by  the National  Energy  Agency  or  the  Ministry 
respectively.  The  United  Kingdom  actively supports  energy  managers,  with 
among  other activities,  an  annual  conference,  and  a  free  "Energy  Manage-
ment"  newspaper 
- special  information  for  local  authorities or other public  administrations 
(France,  Ireland) 
- accompanying campaigns  f'or  other governmental  measures,  especially 
o  regulations:  l9°C  temperature  limit in France 
o  fipancial  support:  leaflet~ on  financial  aid  in  several  countries 
- campaigns  addressed  to specific groups  who  function  as  intermediaries  such 
as  building experts,  driving schools,  associations  (see  topic  4:  education 
and  training) 
government  funds  for  information  campaig~s are  al~o SfH::nt  on  subsidizing 
institutions who  test energy-consuming  and  energy-saving appliances 
(Federal  Republic  of  Germ~ny) and  consumers  associ~tions  (Germany,  Nether-
lands,  United  Kingdom). - :l3  -
3.2.  External  advisory  services 
In addition  most  EC  countries  have  implemented  advisory  services.  There  are 
two  types of services: 
- an  external  service  which offers advice  by  telephone,  replies  to  inquiries 
or maintains  information centres  and 
- an  "on-the-spot"  advisory  service. 
As  far  as external services are  concerned,  all ministries _or  agencies 
responsible  for  energy  saving programmes  answer  consumer  inquiries  regarding 
energy  saving.  All  external  advisory  services of this kind  are  free  for  the 
user.  The  following  types of services are available: 
- telephone  advice  for  households  in  Belgium,  Netherlands  and  especially  in 
Ireland  ("Energy  Conservation  Hotline");  similar service  in  Denmark  on 
experimental  basis 
- telephone  advice  for  firms,  especially  in  Belgium  (Energy  Conservation 
Agency),  Netherlands  (Foundation  for  Energy  Information)  and  the  United 
Kingdom  ("Energy  Quick  Advice  Service",  till 1982) 
- support for  voluntary  consumer  organisations  which  offer advice  in  their 
energy  infcrmation centres  (e.g.  Federal  Republic of Germany:  Arbeits-
gemeinschaft der  Verbraucher). 
3.3.  Energy  audits 
A further  informational  measure  in  the field of information  even  more 
directly  aimed at concrete action  is the  provision of advice  for  people  "on-
the-spot".  There  are  four  main  types  of measure  which  can  be  attributed  to 
this heading: 
free  advice  from  national  institutions give!)  by  trained  personnel  for 
boiler tests  in  industry  (Ireland),  inspection of heat equipment  and 
buildings  in  the residential sector  (Denmark),  inspection of energy-
consuming production  equipment  in energy-intensive  industries  (Greece) 
- in  the  framework  of the  Energy  Bus  Programme  of.the European  Community, 
financing of well-equipped  ene~gy buses  for  comprehensive  technical 
measuring  in  industrial sectors  in  Belgium  And  in  the  Netherlands  (two 
energy  buses  each);  subsidized  development of buses  in the Federal  Republic 
of Germany  and  in  Italy,  where  bus  services are  provided  by  private 
enterprises - 34  -
- free  energy  audits carried out  by  government  approved  consultants  (France, 
Netherlands)  and  subsidized  energy· advice  given  by  private  consultants 
(Federal  Republic  of Germany,  United  Kingdom). 
- "Regional  Energy  Conservation Officer?"  in  Ireland provide  on-the-spot 
advice  to  energy  users  in  industry  and  public  buildings. 
3.4.  Education  and  training 
This  measure  aims  at middle  and  long-term effects  on  energy  saving rather  · 
than at  immediate  investments  or behavioural 'changes.  Four  principal  types of 
activities  were  found  in  the  EC  countries: 
establishment of energy  saving agencies  or other  information  centres  which 
organize  seminars,  courses  etc.  on  request  (Denmark,  France,  Netherlands) 
- central or  regional  orga~ization of seminars,  meetings,  visits  to  firms 
which  are  well  equipped  with  energy-saving devices;  establishment of formal 
energy  management  systems,  appointment of regional  officers,  etc.,  who 
organize  educational  and  training workshops  and  distribute  information 
materials  to specific categories of users  (Denmark,  France,  Ireland,  United 
Kingdom) 
publishing  ha~dbooks and  energy  guides  for  energy  saving  in  specjfic  areas, 
especially  for  industrial  and  commercial  sectors  with  high  total  energy 
consumption  (Denmark,  Federal  Republic  of Germany,  France,  Ireland, 
Netherlands,  United  Kingdom) 
- adaptation of energy  saving aspects  to  existing educational  institutions 
and  procedures  such  as  high  schools,  universities,  vocational  training 
driving schools  and  others  (to  varying degrees  implemented  in  all  EC 
countries). 
Table  9  shows  which  type  of  information  programme  was  implemented  for  all  EC 
countries.  It also  includes data of total  yearly  funds  per capitu  in  1982.  It 
must  be  pointed  out,  however,  that  great  caution  must  be  used  1n  comparing 
these  figures  for  the  following  reasons: 
First,  in  some  countries  with  a  central  institution  responsible  for  energy 
saving,  the  funds  for  information activities are  included  either partially 
or .completely  in  the  total  budget  of this  institution  (France,  Greece,  to 
some  extent  in  Belgium,  Denmark,  and  the  Netherlands).  In  addition, (4) 
- ;j!J  -
education  and  training measures are  sometimes  part of the  information 
campaigns  where,  for· example,  they are  addressed  to  specific  groups  such  as 
managers  or school  teachers. 
• 
-Secondly,  bl~k categories  in  Table  9  do  not necessarily  mean  that no 
activitiec exist in  the countries but rather  that there are  no  centralized 
and  gover:\'nent  financed  programmes. 
Informational  initiatives to  promote  energy  saving often take  place  with no 
or only  indi l'ect governmental  actions.  For  instance,  in  some  countries 
insti  tuti  o::'_  (;r  companies  providing information are  traditionally state-owned 
and  hence  nore or less controlled by  t(he  Government  anyway  (e.g.  fuel  and 
electricity companies  in Italy,  banks  in France  and  Greece).  The  funds  spent 
on  information on  energy  saving,  however,  are not budgeted separately. 
The  most  important factor  to  be  taken  into account  is  the traditional 
structure of information  and  communication  channels.  Roughly  speaking,  there 
are  two  types  of structures: 
- In  France,  for  example,  all types of information  and  advice  are  concen-
trated  in  the  Energy  Conservation Agency,  AFME.  This  institution not  only 
prepares  the  implementation of programmes  but also monitors  and  carries out 
the  ~easures.  Local  and  regional activities also  take  place  under  the 
directive of AFME. - 36-
Table  9  Information  progranvnes  for  energy  saving  In  the  EC .countries 
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The  situation  in· the  Federal  Republic  of Germany,  for  example,  is  quite 
different.  The  Federal  Government  provides  information  only  on  a  very  b1·oad 
level.  Responsibility  for  detailed  information,  i.e.,  campaigns  for  special 
groups,  external  advisory  s.ervices,  energy  audits,  education  and  training 
traditionally belong  to  other bodies  (such  as  Lander,  chambers  of commerce, 
local authorities)  or private institutions and  companies  such  as  private 
associations,  organizations  and  vocational  federations  (Engineers'  Associa-
tion  and  others). 
Such  differences partly explain  why  the  funds  spent  on  information  programmes 
are  so  different.  France,  for  example,  has  by  far  the  highest  budget of all 
EC  countries. 
Activities  on  the  local  level  are not dealt with  here  when  not  coordinated  by 
the central governments.  Especially  in  the  field of information  this  kind of 
activity,  however,  is  commonly  considered  very  important,· in  particular  for 
the  residential  sector. 
Information  programmes  are  intended  to  overcome  some  of the  main  constraints 
for  taking energy-saving measures.  National  diff'erenccs  notwithstanding,  in 
the  industrial  and  commercial  sectors  particular attention  has  been  paid  to 
small  and  medium-sized  firms.  Many  or them  do  not  have  their own  engineer 
concerned  with energy  questions;  the  owners  are  overburdened  with  day-to-d~y 
problems  of production  and  sales  and  are  consequently often not  well  enough 
informed  about  the main  sources  of energy  consumption,  energy  f'lO\'IS,  and  heat 
losses.  In  addition  there is,  what  might  be  called  a  general  information 
"overload",  in  the field of energy  saving  in  particular.  In all  EC  countries, 
therefore,  programmes-for  the  industrial  and  commercial  sectors  focus  on 
advisory  help  rather  than  offering information  on  a  more  general  level. 
In  some  countries,  especially  in  Belgium,  France,  Greece  and  Ireland  parti-
cular attention has  been  paid  to  advisory  services  for  energy-intensive 
industries. 
As  far  as  E£ivate  households  are  concerned,  little eff'ort is  made  to  reach 
specific  consumer  groups  through  information  programmes,  in  particular the 
low-income  groups  who  need  them  most.  Obviously,  amongst  the  higher  social - 38  -
classes awareness  of the  energy  problem,  of energy-saving potentials  and  of 
measures  to  be  taken  is higher  than  amongst  less  literate groups  in  the 
Community. 
Particularly  for  households,  personal  contact  is  considered  important. 
Special  attention is  paid  to  this aspect  in  Denmark  (home  energy  checks)  and 
in  the  Federal  Republic  of Germany  (support  for  energy  information centres). 
It should  be  pointed  out  here  again,  however,  that private or  decentralized 
local activities exist in  many  countries,  which  are  considered  important  but 
are  not  included  in  this analysis. 
There  is  a  noticeable  lack of one  type  of information,  namely  feed-back 
strategies.  For example,  heat  metering  takes  place  "in the  dark  corner"  and 
only  once  a  year,  and  heat  cost  accounts. or electricity bills are  not clear 
enough  in general,  there are  no  programmes  for  immediate,  clear feedback  to 
people  on  how  much  energy  they  have  used  or  saved. - 1  -
Comparison of Energy  Saving Programmes 
of EC  Member  States 
ANNEX II 
Energy Saving Programmes  1982/83 - 2  -
Ene!:BY  Saving  Programmes  1982/83 
This  annex  will give  a  brief overview  on  the general  political  framework  for 
energy  conservation  in  each  Member  State,  as  well  as  a  listing of measures  in 
force  in  1982/1983.  It does  not  include  R,  D  +  D programmes. 
The  Belgian  energy  policy  can  be  characterized as  strongly market-oriented,  the 
Government  taking responsibility  primarily  for  the  supply  side,  especially 
through  the  implementation of a  significant nuclear  programme.  First energy 
saving measures  have  been  taken  since  1975  when  a  "calory  man"  was  installed 
for  information  about  a  more  rational  use  of energy.  In  1976  the  first  finan-
cial subsidies  for  energy  investments  were  granted.  Governmental  White  Papers 
on  energy  saving have  been  presented  since  1975  and  a  "National  Programme  for 
Reorientation  and  Rational  Use  of Energy"  has  been  adopted  in  1980. 
The  appointment of a  "Secretary of State  for  Energy"  at the  Mi~istry of Econo-
mic  Affairs  is supposed  to  give  more  importance  to  energy  problems  and  espe-
cially to  a  more  rational  use  of energy. 
Among  the  number  of measures  for  energy  saving  taken  in recent years  the 
Government  established  the  Belgian  Energy  Conservation  Service  at  the  Ministry 
of Economic  Affairs  (SCE  Service pour  la Conservation  des  Energies)  in October 
1979.  It is  responsible  for 
- directing education  campaigns, 
- circulating information  on  conservation  techniques, 
preparing governmental  measures  towards  energy  saving, 
and  has  largely taken  publicity  measures  in  order  to  acquaint  consumers  with 
the  need  for  energy  saving. 
At  present,  Belgium's  energy  saving policy  is  integrated  in  a  wider  political  . 
frameworl{,  in  p<:~rticul<:~r  th<:~t  of the  economic  redeployment  policy. 
Besides  intensifying financial  aids,  the  Government  took  a  new  action called 
"Energy = new  industry",  which  aims  a~ industrial  redeployment  toward:,;  these 
key  technologies  and  to set out  a  framework  for  cooperation  between enter-
prises,  universities  and  Government. - 3  -
The  Belgian  energy  saving  p~ogrammes include all three  types of  mea:~ur·es  under 
study.  Compared  to other  EC  countries,  tax relief received  pronounced  attention 
by  the  Belgian energy  conversation policy,· whereas  regulations,  especially  for 
buildings,  seem  to  be  underdeveloped. 
In  1983,  the  increasing  importance of the  energy  saving policy has  found  its 
expression  in  new  programmes  and higher public  budgets.  The  Government  intro-
duced aids  for non-profit  making  industries and_institutions,  as  well  as  for 
development,  demonstration  and  commercialisatiqn of energy  saving products. 
Taking a  new  grant  scheme  for  energy  saving  in  public  buildings also  into 
account,  public·spenning has,  in  1983,  probably  increased  to  nearly  120  MECU 
(i.e.  about  12  ECU  per capita),  and  has  probably  been  above  the  1983  EC 
average. 
1.1.  Thermal  Insulation  Standards  for  new  public  buildings,  since  1981. 
1.2.  Temperature  limit  in all public  buildings  !  l9°C  on  the  average,  measured 
in  the middle  of the  room  and  near  the· wallo  (since  1981). 
1.3.  Maintenance of Heating Equipment  (since  1978)  : 
- mandatory yearly maintenance of oil and  coal  fired  heating equipment, 
- max.  exhaust  losses of oil fired boilers 
1.4.  Energy  consumption  labels for  major  household  appliances  : 
framework  law  1981  (according  to·  EC  norm)  - Regulation  in  force  for  elec-
tric ovens  (since  July  1983) 
1.5.  Lighting limits  : 
- limits  for  commercial  neon  lighting  (1979-82) 
- lighting limits  on  highways  (since  1979). 
1.6.  Speed  limits  for  motor  vehicles  (since  1975). 
1.7.  Grant  for  insulation of new  and  existing houses  10,000- 18,000  F'B  per 
case  (220-400  ECU),  since  1979. 
1.8.  Tax  relief of 40%  of  insulation  investment costs  in  houses  (25,000  FB  -
300,000  FB/550-6600 ECU),  since  1981,  available  for owner-occupied  dwel-
lings. 
1.9.  Reduction  of V.A.T.  from  17%  to  6%  for  modernization  and  energy  saving 
investments,  since  March  1982. 
1.10 Grant  scheme  for  energy saving  in  public  buildings  (since  1983). 
1.11  Tax  deduction  for  energy  saving  investments  in  industry either legal 
amortization  +  additional  35%  deduction  in ·the first year or  leg<.~l  amor·ti-
zation on  the  basis of 135%  of  ~nvestment costs  (since  1982) - 4  -
1.12  Grant  of  31  %of deductible  energy  saving  investment costs  (equivalent  to 
11  % of total  invest;;;ent-costs)  for  non-profit  making  industry  ( s1nce 
1983).  • 
1.13  Grant  of 20  '%  of energy  saving  investment costs  for  non-commercial  insti-
tutions  (sjnce  1983). 
1.14  Grant  or  ~  % for  studies related  to  energy  saving  investments  (since 
1983). 
1.15 Grant  of 25% for  commercialisation of energy  saving materials  or  products 
(since  1983). 
1.16  Grant  fc.1·  Pnergy  saving  investment/oil substitution equipment  in  agri-
culture,  . ··r'ticulture  and  deep-sea  fishing  (1981-1983). 
1.17  Intensive  information  campaigns  since  1979. 
1.18 Energy  Audits  (Energy  Bus)  since  1981. - 5  -
Table  A.l:  Energy  sav~ng programmes  in  Belgium 
Grants  for  Insulation of Homes 
(Wallonia) 
Tax  relief for  households 
Reduction  of V.A.T.  for  energy 
saving  investments 
Tax  relief for  industry 
Grants  for  agriculture 
Information  campaigns 
Energy  Audits 
(*)  estimated 
2.  Denmark 
1982  budgets  (MECU) 
2 
18  ( *) 
? 
15  (*) 
6 
0,7 
0,5 
42,2 
===== 
Denmark's  first Energy  Plan  was  published  in  1976  and  formed  the  basis  for 
energy  policy  and  important  decisions until  1981,  when  the  last plan  was  worked 
out. 
The  target of the  Government's  energy  saving policy -calculated  from  the 
forecasts of the  "Energy  Plan  '81"  - is  to  improve  the  overall  energy effi-
ciency  by  20  % between  1980  and  1990  and  by  30  % by  2000.  The  projections 
assume  the highest energy  savings  in the  space  heating sector  (30%  to  40% 
between  1980  and  1990)  and  in  the  ~ransportation sector  (?.5  % to  35  % until 
1990).  Surprisingly  low  expected  savings  are projected  in  the  industrial, 
agricultural,  fishing,  and  construction sector  (6  % to  24  % between  1980  und 
1990). - 6  -
The  "Energy  Plan  81"  will  intensify  information,  consulting,  and  regulation 
measures.  liigh  public deficits,  the fact that high  energy  prices  and  additional 
taxes  enforce  additional  energy  saving,  and  ins':Jfficient  knowledge  and  rnuint<.:-
nance  in  the  residential,  commercial  and  public  sector seem  to  be  main  reasons 
for this policy.  The  Energy  Plan  81  included 
- tightening existing building codes  and extension of the  control  schemes  for 
technical  installations, 
- the grant  scheme  for  houses  and  the  programme  for public  buildings  which  have 
to  be  in  an  "acceptable state of thermal  efficiency"  before  the  end  of 1987. 
En~gl_pricing plays an  important role  for  energy saving as  well  as  diver-
sification.  Residual  fuel  oil and  gas oil prices are  by  far  the  highest  in  the 
EC .. Future  district heat  and  gas  prices will  be  determined  by  costs  and  super-
vised  by  the  Gas  and  Heat  Pricing Committee. 
The  annual  energy  conservation  funds  in  1982  were  almost  1,000 Mill.  DKr  (116 
Mill.  ECU),  i.e.  about  22  ECU·per  capita.  High  public  financial  deficits make 
it difficult to  continue  these grant schemes  in. the near  future.  In  fact  the 
1983  budget  has  probably  been  considerably ·lower  than  in  the  previous year.  The 
fact  that  the grant  scheme  for  renewables  is as  large as  those  for  energy 
saving  in  industry  or  for utilization of excess  heat  is an  indication of the 
importance  so  far  placed  on  developina domestic  energy  resources  in  the  Danish 
energy  policy. 
The  ~~~!~!~£~~ apply  for  the  most  part to  the  space  heating sector.  In parti-
cular building codes,  first set up  in  1961,  are  the strictest of all  EC  cow1-
tries. 
!!!form~tion  programmes  are  mainly  coordinated  by  the  Danish  Energy  Conservation 
Committee.  The  National  Building  Agency  runs  a  special  information  programme 
for  energy  saving  in  buildings.  The  total  annual  information  budget  is, 
compared  to  most  EC  countries,  relatively high  (0.39  ECU/cap).  In  1983,  how-
fWer,  it has  possibly  been  rertucen. 
Denmark  is  one  of the first countries  to  have  made  voluntary  consultHtion  fully 
subsidized before  home-owners  or  tenants  may  apply  for  a  grant.  'fhis  seerns  to 
be  very  important  to  reduce  low-return  investments  as  a  result of insufficient 
technical  knowledge  on  the part of the  investor. - 7  -
Four  out· of thirteen  programmes  of energy  saving started before or  in  1975. 
Five  programmes  started  in  the  period of 1977-79  and  four  programmes  after the 
second oil price crisis.  Although  the  Danish  ener·:.y  intensity  is  relatively 
II! 
low,  changes  in  ov~rall  energy  efficiency have  been  surprisingly  high  since 
1973.  Denmark  seems  to  be  a  good  candidate  to  trace  significant shares of 
realized  sav  ir-1i~:c·.  to  energy  saving pol icy  and  not just to other factors. 
Denmark  has  a  Ministry of Energy  responsible  for overall  energy  policy,  inclu-
ding  energy  s;~viJlF(.  Conservation  policy  is  implemented  and  coordinated  with 
other  main  p0l;  \  issues  by  several  ministries  (Housing,  Agriculture  and 
Fishery)  and  their subordinate  institutioDs  (Building  Agency,  Agency  of Techno-
logy,  Energy  Agency). 
2.1.  Building codes,  since  1961;  revision  in  Feb.  1979  and  April  1983;  each 
individual  part of a  newly  constructed  building must  meet  the  limit values 
of transmission coefficients. 
2.2.  Aftei'  1  January  1985,  th~ purchaser of a  property  has  to  be  presented  with 
either an  "energy certificate" of the  building or with  a  report  by  an 
energy  consultant about  the  energy  saving measures  to  be  carried  out  if 
the  building  is  to attain the  thermal  efficiency standards of new  buil-
dings. 
2.3.  Yearly  maintenance  control of oil-fired boilers 
- for  boilers  less  than  120  KW  since  1978 
-for large boilers since  1981. 
2.4.  Energy  labelling of domestic  appliances,  hot  water  boilers  and  space 
heating appliances,  motor  vehicles:  framework  law  June  1982;  so  far  regu-
lations are  in  force  for  electric ovens  only. 
2.5.  Act  on  reduction  nf Anerey  consumption  in public  buildings:  since  1975  for 
stat~ buildings,  since  1981  for  all public  buildings  which  should  be  in 
"good  energy  condition"  by  the  end  of 1987. 
2.6.  Speed  limits  for  JoJotor  vehicles  (s~nce  1979). 
2.7.  Grant  scheme  for  house  owners  and  tenants,  since  1975,  ~cvised in  May  and 
December  l~e~;  grant  decline~  fa~ 
owner-occupied  residences  and  apartments  from  20%  (Jw1e  81  - Aug  83)  to 
10%  (Sep  83  - Dec  84) 
rented  dwellings  from  30%  (June  81  -Aug 83)  to  15%  (Sep 83- Dec  84). 
Grant  per dwelling  max._  7,000  DKr  (860  ECU)  incl.  costs  for  heal  inspec-
tion. 
2.8.  Grant  for  oil substitution  and  energy  sav1ng  by  utilization of excess 
heat,  max.  25%  of investment costs;  1977-83. - 8  -
2.9.  Grant  scheme  for  renewables  (since  1979) 
.  30%  of total  investment costs 
10%  of total  investment costs  for  heat  pumps. 
(wood  and  strawburners  excluded) 
2.10 Grant  scheme  for  energy  saving  investments  (since  1977): 
-up· to  40%  of total. investment costs,  max.  800,000  DKr  (100,000  ECU); 
projects  with  pay-back  time shorter t-han  two  years  are  excluded; 
- max.  30%  for district heating,  insulation of industrial buildings con-
structed before  1974  (max.  12,500 ECU). 
2.11  Grant  and  loan  scheme  for  new  energy  technology  1982-83.  (introduction of 
new  products  and  processes): 
loans  to  investments  in  new  equipment 
- direct  investment  in new  established enterprises. 
2.12  Information  campaigns  for  house  owners  and  tenants  since  1974. - 9  -
Table  A.2:  Energy  saving  programmes  in  Denmark 
Energy  Saving  in  the  Home 
Energy  Saving  in  Industry  (*} 
Public  Buildings 
Information  programmes 
Total 
( *}  includes  demonstration  programme 
3.  f~~~~~Republic of Germant 
1982  budgets  (MECU) 
95 
9 
12 
2 
118 
In  the  Federal  Republic  of Germany,  an  over~ll  co~~~£!~~~E&l-~i~t has 
been  available  in  published  form  since  1973.  It is  based  on  detailed  reports  by 
renowned  institutes and  revised at intervals.  The  most  recent  revision  from 
November  1981  contains  the political guidelines,  elements  of energy  supply  and 
demand,  and  research  and  development  for  energy. 
Judging  by  the  financial  volume  of the governmental  measures,  the  emphasis 
continues  to  be  laid  on  the  supply  sine.  (promotion of coal  and  nuclear  energy), 
although  it must  be  taken  into consideration  that  these  meal;>ur·c~  Cllso  inco•-po-
rate other aims  such  as  national  supply  security  and  labour  market  considera-
tions.  The  weight given  to  energy  demand  policies,  has,  however,  increased 
successively,  from  aiming  originally at the  "introduction  and  application"  of 
rational  use  of energy  (Energy  Programme,  1973)  to  aiming at  "restricting the 10-
growth of energy  consumption  by  an  economical  and  rational use  of energy"  (2nd 
Revision of Energy  Programme,  1977),  and  finally  expressing  the  postulate that 
policies  for  energy  conservati.on  would  continue  to  take  priority  ( 3rd  Rev is  ion 
of Energy  Programme,  1981). 
According  to  assessments  by  the  Federal  Government  "the  fundamental  regulation 
of energy  supplies  on  the  basis of  market  forces  has  proved  its worth" 
(Deutscher  Bundestag,  1982)  and  therefore  will  be  continued.  This  is  also  felt 
to  be  the  case  in  the  energy  saving policy  too.  The  various governmental  mea-
sures  therefore  do  not consist of hard-hitting interventions  into existing 
market structures such  as  changing the tariff autonomy  to  abolish degressive 
tariffs,  or restricting private  transport in  favour of public  transport.  Like-
wise,  taxes  on  certain energies are  levied exclusively  as  part of the  fiscal 
policy,  not  as  part of an  energy  saving policy.  Thus  the energy  saving  policy, 
apart from  promoting  research  and  development,  is based  on  measures  such  as 
information,  subsidies,  and  regulation. 
The  majority of  the  measures  are  aimed  at the residential  sector,  public  buil-
dings  and  district heating.  For  industry,  besides  some  financial  incentives 
mainly  advisory  services  are  employed. 
None  of the  m~asures used  (except moderate  speed  limits)  is directly  aimed  at 
the  transport sector.  There  are  voluntary  agreements  instead,  like  the  volun-
tary commitment of industry  to  reduce  the specific  energy  consumption of motor 
cars  by  15 % between  1979  and  1985  and  the  establishment of a  DIN  norm  by  which 
the specific·energy  consumption of cars  is registered  for  three different 
speeds. 
In  keepine with  Germ~ny's federal  structure,  both  the  Lander  and  the  munici-
palities also contribute  to  energy  policy;  the  federal  authorities,  however, 
have  the  final  conceptual  and  financial  say. 
~.1.  Building codes  since  1977,  revised  1982 
- either total  medium  value 
- or  separate  values  of certain parts of buildings. 
3.2.  Standards  for  new  boilers  and  hot water  p:oduction since  1978,  revised 
1982. - 11  -
3.3.  Standards of operation for  space  heating  and  hot  water  production,  since 
1978. 
3.4.  Mandatory  individual  heat metering:  50-70%  of total cost are  calculated 
according  to  the  consumptian 
-for new  building since 1.7.81 
- for  existing buildings  by  30.6.84. 
3.5.  Speed  limits  for  motor  vehicles,  since  1972. 
3.6.  Grant  programme  for  energy  saving in  dwellings  (owners  only),  since  1978, 
either  25%  of investment costs  (till 31.12.82)  or  10%  tax  credit for  10 
years  (till 30.6.83).  The  tax  benefits will probably  be  continued  till 
1987  with  regard  to  new  technologies  and  connection  to district heating 
systems. 
3.7.  Funds  for  energy  saving  investments  in  federally  owned  buildings,  1982-85. 
3.8.  Grants of 7.5%  of total  investment costs of heating plants,  hydro-electric 
plants,  waste  incineration,  heat  pumps,  solar and  wind  energy  use,  heat 
recovery,  district heating network;  since  1975. 
3.9.  Grant  scheme  for  coal  fired heating and  power  plants  and  district heating, 
1981-85,  up  to  35%  of investment costs. 
3.10  Grants of 25%  of investment costs  for  energy saving  in  greenhouses  (insu-
lation,  oil substitution by  coal,  gas,  district heating). 
Information  Pros~~~~ 
3.11  Support of energy  consultation of small  and  medium-sized  firms,  up  to  20 
days  within  5  years;  25-75%  of consultant's  fee;  25%  for  a  first visit. 
Funds  for  seminars,  meetings,  training centres;  since  1978,  revised  1981. 
3.12  Information  campaigns  for consumers,  since  1977;  Advisory  Service  for 
Consumers,  since  1978. (~) 
Table  A.3 
4.  France 
12  -
Energy  saving  programmes  in  the  Federal  Republic  of Germany 
budgets  ( MECU) 
DM  4.35 Bill.  Grant  Programme  for  energy 
savings  in  dwellings 
Investment  Allowance  Act  §  4  a 
Programme  for  energy  saving  investments  in 
federally-owned  buildings 
Grant  scheme  for  coal-fired heating and  power 
plants,  district heating 
Investment  loan  programme,  Interest subsidy 
Accelerated  introduction of energy  saving 
technologies  and  products 
Grants  for  investments  in greenhouses 
Grants  for  consultations 
Information  campaigns  for consumers 
ca. 
ca. 
370 
50 
160 
150 
75 
5 
? 
2 
Federal  Ministry of Economics  8.5 
Information  for  consumers  :  Stiftung Warentest  1.5 
Advisory  service  for  consumers  :  Consumers' 
Association  1.5 
Total  823.5 
====== 
1982 
For  historical  reasons  France  always  paid  considerable  attention  to  energy 
self-sufficiency.  Prior  to  the  first oil crisis  in  1973,  the  French  energy 
policy  was  part of the general  framework  of economic  policy.  In  1974/1~  ~ 
coherent  concept  for  an  energy  policy  was  developed  in  a  concise  form,  setting 
quantitative  goals  and  covering all sectors of the  economy. - 13  -
In  October  1981  a  new  energy  programme  "Plan  d'independance  energetique"  was 
adopted  by  Parliament  which  gave  particular emphasis  to  the  topics of national 
independence  in  energy  supply  and  economic  and  social  improvements.  Its goal  of 
60 Mtoe  annual  energy  savings  by  1990  (i.e.  about  50% of the  1981  final  energy 
consumption)  should  be  achieved  through  investments  and  behavioural  changes.  At 
the  end of 1983,  the  French  government  indicateq  the  following still ambitious 
objectives  for  supplementary  annual  energy  savings  : 
- residential  sector 
- industry 
- transport 
16-20 Mtoe 
10  Mtoe 
8-10  Mtoe 
This  would  represent  a  considerable  increase of the  annual  investments  in  the 
rational  use  of energy  from  1S Bill  FF  (2.2 Bill  ECU)  in  1982  to· 35-40 Bill  FF 
(5.1-5.9 Bill  ECU)  in  the  period  1983/90. 
Until  recently,  the  main  bodies responsible  for  energy  saving programmes  were 
AEE  (Agence  pour  les  Economies  d'Energie)  and  COMES  (Commissariat  pour 
l'Energie Solaire).  To  improve  the  prerequisites  for  realizing energy  conser-
vation  policies  these  bodies  were  amalgamated  to  a  large  agency  AFME  (Agence 
Fran~aise pour  la Maitrise  de  l'Energie)  with  regional  offices.The  AFME,  esta-
blished  in  1982,  has  a  yearly  budget of 1,250  M.  FF/191  MECU  (1982)  which 
·covers personnel  cost,  expenses  for  information  campaigns,  advisory  services, 
and  some  of the grants. 
In  the  !~~~~!E!~!-~~~-~SE!~~!!~£al_se~!~E·  the government  is offering credit 
and  fiscal  facilities  for  the  firms  investing  in  energy  saving;  thA  banking 
restrictions concerning credit are  not applicable  for  energy  saving  invest-
ments;  specialized  regional  institutions  for  financing  and  leasing or rent of 
energy-saving equipment  have  been  created;  low  interest  loans  and  tax  relief 
are granted.  In  addition,  the  Government  promotes  intensive  consulting.  Diffe-
rent actions are  taken  for  small  and  medium-sized  firms  (with  an  annual  energy 
consumption  of less  than  5,000  toe)  and  large-scale  firms,  which  arc  incited  to 
negotiate  agreements  directly with  the  AFME. 
The  wide  range  of measures  taken  in the  £~§i9~~!!~!_~~~-~om~~E~!~! sector  is 
due  to  the  variety of energy  consumers  in  this sector.  Half of the  public  funds 
spent  in this sector come  from  the  AFME  and  half from  the  Ministry  of Urban 
Development  and  Housing  and  other  institutions  owning  public  buildings.  In  1982 .  - 14  -
a  special  fund  (Fonds  Special  de  Grands· Travaux)  has  been  created.  It is  finan-
ced  since  1983  by  a  tax  on  motor-fuel  (2.7  centimes  per litre)  and  covers 
grants  mainly  for social  and  public  housing as  well  as  for district heating. 
Besides this,  the  AFME  concentrates  its activities on  free  diagnosis,  approval 
of consulting firms,  training of consultants,  and  information  campaigns. 
In  the  tr~~~2rt sector the  AFME  spends  about  the  same  funds  on  research  and 
development  programmes  as  on  information  and  training of the public.  Free 
consulting services  are offered  for  transport firms  with high  energy  consump-
tion.  A special  programme  is  implemented  for  the  fishing  fleet. 
To  develop  the  French  energy  saving policy  further,  the  Government  tries  to 
improve  the  energy  consciousness  by  means  of information  campaigns  and  to  reach 
a  better cost-effectiveness  by  allocating financial  incentives  to  intermedia-
ries rather  than direct  to  consumers. 
Summing  up,  the  French  Government  has  been  very  active  both  with  regard  to  the 
great variety of  measures  and  their comprehensiveness.  With  the  creation of 
AFME  the  conception of the  French  energy  saving policy has  become  clearer but, 
considering  the multitude  of measures,  there still seems  to  be  a  need  for 
integration,  taking  into  account  the  interdependence  of  the  different measures. 
In  1982,  according  to  information  given  by  AFME,  about  560  MECU  have  been  spent 
as  grants  and  tax reliefs and  about  360  MECU  as  low  interest  loans. 
The  following  table gives  an  approximate  idea of the  budgets  for  the  different 
programmes. 
4.1.  Thermal  insulation standards  for  new  buildings .taking  into  account:  3 
climatic  zones,  7  types of dwellings,  electric heating  and  coal,  fuel  oil 
or  gas  heating;  since  1974,  revised  September  1982. 
4.2.  Mandatory  standards  for  heating systems  for all  new  commercial  buildings 
(since  1978)  and  all residential  buildings  (since  1974). 
4.3.  Mandatory  checking of heating systems  (sin~e 1977). 
4.4.  Mandatory  individual  metering  o~ heating and  hot  water  costs·,  since  1975 
(existing buildings  since  1979). 
4.5.  Temperature  limits  1974-78:  20°C;  since  1979:  l9°C. - 15  -
4.6.  L~belling of domestic  appliances since  1976;  mandatory  for boilers,  fri-
gidaires,  washing-machines,  TV  sets,  ovens,  vacuum  cleaner. 
<.7.  Restrictions  for  commercial  lighting since  1974,  strengthened  1979 .  .. 
4.8.  Restrictions. for  the delivery of fuel  oil since  1974,  strengthened  1980 
and  1982  (mandatory  book-keeping  for suppliers;  limited delivery  of fuel 
oil based  products  for  consumers). 
4.9.  Limited  advertisement  for  energy  consuming .appliances,  since  1974, 
strengthened  in  1979. 
4.10 Minimum  performance  standards  for all boilers,  since  1975. 
4.11  Speed  L•:.: ;:s  for motor-vehicles,  since  1974. 
4.12  Standards  for  testing and  publication of gasoline  consumption of new  cars, 
E!ince  1975. 
4.13  Standards  for  testing energy  saving devices  ~n private cars,  since  1976. 
E!~~ncial Programmes 
·4 .14  Tax  deduction  for  energy  saving  investment  in  buildings ·(in  new  buildings 
only  for solar appliances  and  heat-pumps),  for  owners  and  tenants;  per 
yea~:  8,000 FF  +  1,000 FF  per  person  (1,200  +  150  ECU),  since  1982;  for 
interest payments:  deduction of  7,~00 F  +  1,000 F  (1,070  +  150 ECU). 
4.15 Grants  for  energy  saving  in existing buildings 
ANAH  (since  1975,  revised  1982):  40%,  up  to  60%  for  owner-occupiers 
apartment houses  built before  1975 
- P~LU~OS (since  1979,  rev.  1982):  40%,  up  to  21,000  F  (3,200 ECU)  for 
rented  social  housing 
- ODE  (since  1979):  20-25%,  up  to  17,510  F  (3,000  ECU)  for  low-income 
people. 
4.16  Gr·ants  for  investments  in  public  buildings  between  20%  and  70%;  since 
1982. 
4.17  Loan  programmes 
of 
- special  loan  for  new  buildings with higher standards  for  "energy per-
formance"  (since  1980,  strengthened  1982) 
- special  loan  fer  solar  u~e  in  buildings 
special  loan  for  energy  saving  investment  in  industry  and  agriculture 
( 1977-31.12.82). 
4.18 Grants  for  installation of heat pumps 
- one  family  houses  max.  3, 500  F  ( 530  ECU}  ti  11  Dec.  82 
-apartments  m~x.  1,500 F  (230  ECU)  till  De~.  83. 
4.19  Grants  for district heating  (since  1982)  per  distributed  toe: 
600  F  (92  ECU)  per  5,000 F  investment  and 
12%  of 5,000-9,000  F  investment. 
4.20 Aid  for reconversion  to coal 
- 25%  grant of additional  expenditure  up  to  250  F .(38  ECU)/toe  reconverted 
and  50%  grant for preliminary  studies 
- interest subsidy  for  long-term  loans. 16  -
4.21  State warranties  and  leasing  (SOFERGIE) 
4.22  Special  tax  relief for  energy  saving  investments  10%  (1980-85)  and  sub-
sidized  loans. 
4.23  Accelerated  tax  depreciation  for  energy  saving  investments  (since  1977). 
4.24  Grants of  20%  of energy  saving  investment costs  for  small  and  medium  sized 
firms  (since  1981). 
4.25  Grants  for  energy  saving  investments  in  fishing boats  (till Dec.  82): 
50%  (1981)  and  25%  (1982). 
4.26  Grants  for  energy  audits  and  studies  (since  1981). 
4.27  Grants  for  thermal  diagnosis of social dwellings  (since  1982). 
4.28  Grants  of  50%  for  engineering studies not  leading  to  investment  (since 
1979). 
4.29  Information  campaigns  for  energy~saving in  existing  bu~ldings (since  1974, 
strengthened  1979). 
4.30  Information  campaigns  for  the  industry since  1976. 
4.31  Information  and  training of specialized consulting firms  (since  1979). - - 17  -
Table  A.4  Energy  saving programmes  in  France 
Buildings  : 
Subsidy  for  low  interest loans  (loan sum  19~2 for 
new  buildings 
8  MECU} 
Tax  relief 
Grants 
15  MECU;  for existing buildings  : 
Promotion of new  energies 
Special  programme  for  public  buildings 
District heating 
Industry  and  Agriculture 
Accelerated  depreciation 
Subsidy  for  low  interest loans  (loan  sum  1982 
ca  335  MECU) 
Leasing  or rent 
Grants 
Publicity  campaigns  and  consulting 
Total 
5.  Greece 
1982  budgets  (MECU) 
ca. 
0,5 
90 
200 
26 
64 
69 
20 
9 
? 
66 
19 
.563.5 
As  far  as  overall  energy  savings  are  concerned,  some  isolated  measures  to  save 
energy  do  exist,  but  a  comprehensive  energy  saving policy  covering all  types of 
measures  including  financial  incentives  is  lacking.  For  the  three  types  of 
programmes  considered  - regulations,  financial  support,  information  - the 
following  measures  have  been  taken  : - 18  -
- In  the  ~si~~~.!.~.!. sector mainly  two .regulations  are in  force:  building cod 
for  new  houses  and  limits on  room  temperatures.  Financial  incentives  are  only 
available  for  the  installation of solar heaterb'(the Government  promotes  the 
provision of loans  and  allows  longer  repayment  periods,  but  does  not subsi-
dize  the  interest rates). 
- Energy  consumption  in  ~st~  has  been  given  more  attention by  the  Govern-
ment  as  reflected by  measures  such  as  mandatory  energy  auditing  in  energy-
intensive  ind ;.-tries and  mandatory  3  % investments of the capital  for  machi-
nery  ·install1~G  for  energy-saving measures  both  in new  and  expanding old 
industries.  One  main  problem  here,  howev·er,  is  the Government's  inadequate 
facilities  (lack of staffing)  to ensure that regulations are observed.  In 
addition  some  informatioh activities are  being pursued  by  the Committee  for 
Energy  Conservation  in  Industry  (CECI)  which  also suffers  from  insufficient 
public  funding.  Financial  incentives  have  been  offered  to  industries since 
1978.  Until  recently  (1982),  grants covered  both  energy  saving  investments 
and  gene~al restructuring and  expansion.of industries  (Law  No.  1116).  The 
same  applies  to the  new  Development  Law  No.  1262/82 which  is now  in  force. 
- The  tran~port sector  in  Greece  consumes  the highest percentage of the final 
energy  ~onsumption compared  with all other  EC  countries.  Severe  problems  are 
the rapid  increase  in  p~ivate motorization  and  the  inadequacy of public 
transport facilities  (especially the  lack of an  adequate  railway  system,  bus 
priority tracks,  etc.)  together  with the concentration of working places  in 
the cities.  In addition  to  measures  such  as  progressive  taxation on  cars  and 
improvements  in  public  transport  (electrification)  as  well  as  relatively high  . 
gasoline prices there are  some  regulations affecting  priva~e car use  such  as 
speed  limits and  driving restrictions,  however,  these  are not  too effective. 
One  reason  is that high  prices of new  cars  due  to high  taxation  does  not 
encourage  people  to  replace  the old,  low-efficient cars with  new  ones. 
Until recently,  one of the  main  purposes  in awarding grants  was  to support 
investments  in  less developed  regions,  whereas  saving energy .was  considered of 
only  secondary  importance.  Another  measure  which  has  more  impact  on  environment 
protection  than  on  energy  saving is  the  prohib~  tion of heavy  oil  for  heating 
purposes  (all new  boilers;  old boilers only  in the cities of  Athens,  Saloniki 
and  Patras;  in  force  since  1975). ,...  19  -
The  overall  responsibility  for  energy  conservation policy  is  in  the  hands of 
the  Ministry of Energy  and  Natural  Resources.  The  body  principally  involved  in 
planning energy  programmes  is  t~1e  National  Energy  Council  (NEC)  which  advises 
the  Government  with  regard  to  current  programmes  and  suggests  new  energy  con-
servation policies  to  the  ~inistries.  The  National  Energy  Council,  established 
in  1975  (and  also suffering financial  constraints),  has  put  forward  many  recom-
mendations  for  an  improved  and  more  comprehensive  energy  conservation policy, 
but  these  have  never  been  fully  adopted  by  the  Government.  In particular, 
measures  such  as  mandatory  thermostats,  individual  heat metering,  and  grants 
for  retrofitting have  been  suggested  for  the residential sector but  have  not 
been  realized  (National  Energy  Council,  1982). 
A Ministerial  Decision  (237/1980)  says  that  the  following energy-saving goals 
should  be  reached  : 
- in  old  residential buildings,  10  % of oil used  for  space  heating per year  has 
to  be  saved 
- in  the  public  sector  15  % per  year 
- in  the  industrial  sector  5  % per year 
compared  to  the  1978  consumption. 
There  are,  however,  no  concrete  proposals  as  to  how  to realize  these objec-
tives. 
5.1.  Building codes  for  new  residential  and  public  buildings  (three  climatic 
zones)  since  1979. 
5.2.  Operation  standards  for  domestic  boilers since  Sept.  1982. 
5.3.  Firms  with  more  than  50  empioyees  have  to  spend  3%  of total  investment  on 
engineering equipment  on  energy  saving,  otherwise  they  have  to  pay  the  sum 
as  tax  by  the  end  of  1984;  since  1980. 
5.4.  Mandatory  auditing  for  firms  with high  01~  medium  voltage electricity or 
using oil  based  liquid  fuels;. since  1979 . 
. 
5. 5.  Ligh Ling limits  and  closing hours  ( si nr.e  1975). 
5.6.  Temperature  limit:  18°C  for centrally heated office  buildings,  since  1979. 
5.7.  Speed  limits for  motor-vehicles  (since  1975). (6) 
- 20  -
5.8.  Loans  for solar water heaters  (w~th longer  repayment  period)  and  tax 
relief of  30,000  Dr  (450  ECU);  since  1980. 
5.9.  Up  to  70%  loan of total costs  for solar  hed"'.~rs  in hotels;  longer  repay-
ment  period  (5 years);  1980-82. 
5.10  50%  grants  for  investments  in alternative energies  (coal,  waste  heat,  etc) 
or energy  ~onservation,  in  1981  and  1982. 
Table  A.5  Energy  saving programmes  in  Greece  1982  budgets  (MECU) 
Grants  for  investments  17 
17 
Total  === 
The  main  activity of the  Italian energy  saving policy after the first oil 
crisis of 1973  was  the  preparation of a  first National  Energy  Plan.  This  was 
proposed  in  1975  but  not  fully  implemented.  As  a  result,  some  information 
activities were  started,  and  a  law  (No.  373/1976)  was  passed  regulating the 
insulation of buildings and  installation and  operation of heating systems.  The 
law  has  been  in  force  since  1977. 
In  answer  to  the overall  economic  crisis which  began  in  1975,  the  Restructuring 
and  Reconversion of Industry  Law  (No.  675/1977)  was  appr·oved.  It provi dcd  fund~ 
for  industrial  investments  including-improvements  in  energy  efficiency.  No 
findings  are available  as  to the extent of energy  saved  through "this  measure. 
A revised  version of the  National  Energy  Plan  appeared  in  1977.  Its main 
emphasis  was  on  three  topics 
- enerey  saving  (regulations  and  information) 
- pricing 
- development of indigenous  energy  sources  and  nuclear  power. - 21  -
The  plan  does  not  include  financial  incentives  to  encourage  enere,y  saving 
inv.estments,  the  assumption  being  that  increasing energy  prices  were  Guffi.cient 
economic  incentive  to  take  energy  saving measures.  In addition,  it is argued 
that  in  Italy the overall  energy  consumption  level  is quite  low  compared  with 
other  EC  countries,  even ·considering  climat~c differences. 
At  the end of 1981,  a  new  and  comprehensive  National  Energy  Plan  has  been 
approved.  As  far as energy  saving  is concerned,  the  plan has  led  to  the  appro-
val  of Law  No.  308  (1982)  which,  for  the first time,  provides  financial  incen-
tives  to  promote  energy  saving  investments  in all sectors. 
With  the exception of the  energy  transformation sector  (district heating and 
industrial  heat/power production),  the  effectiveness of this  law,  however, 
· still depends  on  regulations  governing  implementation  which  have  not yet  been 
formulated.  The  responsibility lies with  the Ministry  for  Industry  and  CIPE 
(Interministerial  Committee  for  Economic  Programmes)  which  also  awards  the 
grants. 
The  goals  for  savings  through  the  National  Energy  Plan  are  15  Mtoe  per year  by 
1985  and  20  Mtoe  pel'  year  by  1990  which  represent approximately  12  %  and  15  % 
respectively of the primary  energy  consumption of 1982. 
The  governmental  information  ca~aig~ were  not continued  since  1981.  The  main 
responsibility for  information  programmes  has  been  delegated  to  the  National 
Electricity  Board  (ENEL,  Ente  Nazionale  per l'Energia Elettrica)  which  supplies 
about  90% of electricity  in Italy.  The  ENEL  philosophy  is not  to sell electri-
city  but  to sell  a  service.  With  Law  No.  308,  ENEL's  responsibilities  have  been 
extended  to the  active  promotion of energy  saving  and  increased  use  of re-
newable  sources.  From  1983  on, ·the public  should  be  able  to  purchase  solar 
equipment  and  heat  pumps  from  EN~L and  pay  for  them  with  their regular  elec-
tricity bill. 
Additional  information  programmes  are carried out  by  Agip  Petroli,  a  subsidiary 
of ENI  (Ente  Nazionale  Idrocarburij which  offers  local  energy  advice  services 
in all sectors,  and  ENEA  (Ente  Nazionale  per la  Ricerca  e  lo  Sviluppu  J~ll' 
Energia  Nucleare  e  delle  Energie  Alternative)  which  provides  technical  and 
scientific advice  to  public authorities. 
~~~t of energy  saving measures  in  force  in !tall - 22  -
6.1.  Insulation standards  for all new  and  essientially modernized residential 
and  office buildings  (six climatic zones)  qince  1978. 
6.2.  Standards  for boilers  for heating and  hot water  production,  since  19'l8. 
6.3.  Operation  limits for  boilers  (according to.climatic zones),  since  1980. 
6.4.  Efficiency standards  for boilers since  1981. 
6.5.  Temperature  limits in  new  buildings  (since.l978) 
- 20°C  (not  in production premises) 
- 48°C  for central  heated hot water. 
6.6.  Energy  labelling  (according  to  CEE  norm),  framework  decree  for  domestic 
appliances  and application for electric ovens  in  1982. 
6.7.  Appointment of Energy  Managers  in industries with more  than 1.000 
employees  or more  than  10,000 toe  consumption  per year,  by ·April  30th, 
1982. 
6.8.  Speed  limits for  motor-vehicles  (since  1977),  according  to  engine  size. 
Financ!al  Programmes 
6.9.  30%  grants  for  energy  saving  investments:  buildinas,  CHP,  alternative 
sources;  1981-83  (not yet  implemented). 
6.10  25%  grants  (up  to  500  Mill.  lire) or  10-year loans  with interest subsidy 
for  energy  saving equipment with hydrocarbon or electricity savings; 
1981-83  (not yel  implemented). 
6.11  50%  grants or  loans  with interest subsidy  for  use of rene.wable  eneray 
sources;  1981-83  (not yet  implemented). 
6.12  30%  grants for  production,  recovery and distribution of heat  by  cogene-
ration or renewable  energy  sources;  1981-83. 
6.13  30%  grants  for  small hydroelectric  plants;  1981-83. 
6.14  20%  grant for municipalities  for  the purchase of electric cars or cars 
using mix  of gasoline  and alcohol  1982/83;  (not yet  implemented). 
Information  Program~~ 
6.15  Information campaigns  by  energy authorities  (ENEL,  ENI,  AGIP),  since  1975. - 23  -
Table  A.6  Energy  saving  programmes  in  Italy  1982  budgets  (MECU) 
.. 
Grants  for  energy  saving  investments  (*)  119 
Loans  or grants  for  investments,  Interest subsidy  (*)  25 
Grant:e~  ancJ  loans  for  using  renewables  (*)  68 
Grants  for  combined  heat  and  power  production  109 
Grants  for  hydroelectric  plants  15 
lnC(!n t i ves  for  the  purchase of electric cars  ( *)  1. 5 
EnE-r: ·.  :lUthori ties'  information  campaigns  ? 
337.5 
(*)  not yet  implemented 
7.  Ireland 
The  Irish energy  saving policy  is characterized  by  two  main  issues 
achieving  cost-effective  energy  savings 
- switching away  from  heavy  dependence  on  oil and  switching  to  solid  fuels 
whenever possible. 
Saving  programmes  commenced  in  1974.  The  emphasis  lies on  voluntary  cooperation 
rather than  mandatory  measures.  The  crucial  point  is  to  provide  information  to 
industry,  especially  sm:::~ll  firm:::,  public sector and  to  households.  In  the 
public sector area conservation  measures  are  being  taken  in  Government  Buil-
dings,  Health  Board  Buildings,  schools  and  by  Local  authorities: 
The  Department of Industry  and  Energy,  set up  in  .3eptP.mber  1981  as  a  combi-
nation of the  Department of Energy  (established  in  1980)  and  the  Dep~rtrnent of 
Industry,  is responsible  for all action  taken  and  receives  cooperation  where 
appropriate  from  other  Departments  (Transport;  Environment)  and  State  Agencies. - 24  -
Governmental  energy  saving activities  focus  on'i~for~ation a~~-~~~ic~ (e.g. 
publicity  campaigns  and  telephone  service  for  a~'  sectors,  especially  house-
holds,  National  Bpiler Testing Service,  replaced  in  1983  by  Steam Plant Audit 
Service,  Energy  Management  Programmes,  programmes  for  public  buildings},  on 
some  fiQ~nci~l.-~~E2~rt schemes  (Home  Improvement  Grant  Scheme,  tax relief on 
labour cost of insulation  in dwellings,  Fuel  Efficiency Survey  Grant  Scheme} 
and  only  to  a  small  degree  on  regulations  (thermal  insulation standards,  speed 
limits} 
In addition,  t~e Dublin  Transportation  Authority  has  been set up  which  shall 
improve  the public  transportation services.  In the  transport sector,  energy 
saving activities are rather  limited. 
In  the residential  sector,  the main  constraint for.energy  saving efforts is 
~hortage of disposable  income.  Abqve  all,  households  should  preferably  burn 
solid fuels  in  closed  rather  than  open  fires  (90  % of dwellings  are still 
heated  by  open  fire  with  coal,  peat or wood}. 
Financial  allocation for  conservation activities already  the  lowest  per capita 
in the  Community,  was  cut  in ·1983  due  to budgetary constraints. 
List of ener·gy  saving measures  in  force  in  Ireland 
!!~gulations 
7.1.  Thermal  insulation standards  (since  1979,  revised  1982}  for  local  autho-
rity  and  grant aided  housing. 
7.2.  Speed  limits for  motor-vehicles. 
FinanciRl  ProprRmmP.s 
7. 3.  33%  grants  for  insulation of attics,  lagging of hot-water  cylinders and/or 
weather stripping of doors  and  windows,  max.  50  IR£  (73  ECU);  since  1980. 
7.4.  Home  Improvement  Scheme  :  66%  grant  for  building of a  chimney  and  provi-
sion of a  fireplace  with  back-boiler;  max.  (00  IR£  (875  ECU);  since  198i. 
7. 5.  Tax  relief on  labour  cost of insulation;  50  IR£  to  450/900  IR£  (single/-
married),  since  l~'l9. 
In£~£~~tion Programmes 
7.6.  Fuel  Efficiency  Survey:  33%  grant for  industrial c9nsultants,  since  1980. 
7.7.  Yearly  publicity campaigns,  since  1974. 
7.8.  Energy  Conservation  Hotline  :  telephone  advisory  service  for  all sectors, 
since  1980. 2~ -
7.9.  Steam Plant Audit Service  :  Testing of steam  traps  and  boilers  in  larger 
steam  using industries  (replaced ·National  Boiler Testing Service  in  1983) 
7.10 Energy  Management  Association  and  Regional ,7 nergy  Conservation Officers, 
since  1979. 
7.11  Conservation  programme  for  public buildings:  manuals,  audits and  surveys; 
since  1980. 
Table  A. 7:  >:::.ergy  saving programmes  in  Ireland 
Grant  scheme  for  insulation of domestic 
dwellings 
Tax  relief of labour cost of insulation 
Energy  Saving  in  Industry 
Ener~ Saving  in Transport 
Information  programmes 
8.  Luxembourg 
1982  budgets  (MECU) 
0.8 
? 
0.8 
0.03 
0.5 
2.13 
===== 
The  Government of Luxembourg  has  not yet  implemented  an  overall  energy  saving 
policy nor set any  quantitative objective  for  energy  saving.  One  reason  for 
this delay  is  the economic  structure of Luxembourg,  especially  ~haracteri~ed by 
the  energy  intensive  iron  and  steel  industry which  alone  consumed  88  % of the 
total  final  industrial  energy  in  1980. 
Energy  taxes  like most  other  indirect taxes  are rather  low  comparP.n  t.o  otner 
countries.  Diesel,  gasoline  and  electricity prices  have  significant  lower 
prices  as  in  most  other  EC  countries. 
Since  1979  the  Luxembourg  Government  has  taken  steps  to  promote  energy  saving 
and  substitution.  The  lHnistry of Energy  aims  at the  following objectives: 26  -
- more  rational  use  ~f energy, 
- diversification of energy  sources,  especially oil product substilution, 
- improvement of distribution networks. 
Measures  provided  by  the  Government are relatively  few  compared  to  ave1·age 
practice of the  EC  countries.  They  concern  information  campaigns  and  some 
financial  support.  Regulations  are only  in  force  for  public  buildings  and  for 
the  transport sector;  besides  mandatory  checking  of boilers  there  is  no  regu-
lation  in  the residential,  commercial,  or  industrial  areas. 
List~nerg~aving measures  in  force  in  Luxembourg 
8.1.  Thermal  insulation standards  for  all new  public  buildings,  since  1979 
(Recommended  insulation standards  for private houses). 
.  . 
8.2.  Yearly  controls of heating installations burning fuel-oil,  since  1979. 
8.3.  Temperature  limits  in public. buildings:  20°C,  since  1979. 
8.4.  Speed ·limits for  motor-vehicles  (since  1974). 
8.5.  25%  gran~s 
- up  to  15,000 FLux  (330  ECU)  per dwelling  for  insulation of roof/floor 
and  installation of heat1ng control systems  (since  1979) 
- up  to  20,000 FLux  (440  ECU)  for  double-glazed  windows  and  insulation of 
outer walls  (since  1980). 
8.6.  40%  grant for  thermovision of private houses  (since  1979). 
!nformatio~rog~~~ 
8.7.  Information  campaigns  since  1978. 
Table  A.8:  En~rgy saving programmes  in  Luxembourg 
Grants  for  energy  saving  investments  in  private 
houses 
Grants  for  Thermovision of private  houses 
Information  campaign 
1982  budgets  (MECU) 
1.3 
0.1 
0.02 
1.42 .  - 27  -
9.  Netherlands  --------
As  the natural gas  reserves of the  Netherl~nds will  dwindle  rapidly  in  the  next 
20  to  30  years,  the government stressed  the  importance of energy  saving  in  its 
first Energy  Memorandum  issued  in September  1974  and,  more  insistently,  in its 
second  Memorandum  of September  1979. 
In  the  Memorandum  of 1979,  the energy saving policy sets  targets  that  by  1985; 
energy  efficiency  would  improve  10% compared  tO  1977,  by  1990  20%  and  until 
2000  by  more  than  30  %.  These  targets are  broken  down  for  several  sectors of 
consumption. 
The  targets are supported  by  an  energy  sav~ng policy  which  focuses  on  infor-
mation  and  subsidies  (mainly  ~rants for  investments),  but also  promotes  re-
search and  development  and  uses  energy pricing to  some  extent.  Specific  energy 
savings  required as  a  minimum  achievement or estimated range  from  0.6  toe  per 
1,000 ECU  (central  government  programme)  to  2.1  toe  per  1,000  ECU  (energy  grant 
programme  for  industrial sectors). - 28-
Energy-saving  targets of the  Dutch  Government  broken· down  by  sector of consump-
tion,  1980  - 2000  • 
Sector 
Residentc: ' 
heating 
Other residential 
consumption 
Commercial  and 
Public  Sec tors 
Transportation 
Industry,  incl. 
bui  l~ling trade 
1)  Total  Final 
Consumption 
Share of 
TFC  1) 
1977 
15  % 
7% 
18  % 
13  % 
47  % 
100 % 
Efficiency  improvement, 
targets  on  the  basis of 1977 
1985  1990  2000 
20%  33  %  45  % 
5%  10  %  20% 
15  %  20%  35 % 
10 %  15 %  25  % 
10  %  15 %  30  % 
10%  20%  30  % 
Source:  Ministry of Economic  Affairs,  1979 
!~f~~~ation programmes  are  coordinated  by  the  Netherlands  Energy  Saving  Infor-
mation  Foundation  (SVEN)  which  also carries out  energy  audits,  50 % of which 
are  financed  by  industry. 
At  present,  reg~!~!ions exist only  in  four  cases  (building  codes  for  newly 
built houses  and  for  office buildings,  efficiency  standards  for  gas  boilers, 
and  Gpccd  limi  tG).  Further  spheres  in  which  regulations  are  currently  being 
considered  are  individual  heat  metering,  eff~ciency standards,  ener·gy  l<:~ut.:l5. - 29  -
Four  programmes  started  immediately after the first oil price  increase,  a 
further three started in  1977/78,  and  another seven  programmes  (t'ive of them 
subsidies)  have  started since  1980  during or after the  second oil price 
increase 
Most  of the programmes  are  implemented  by  the  Dutch  Ministry of Economic 
Affairs or local  and  governmental  institutions.  Municipalities are  empowered  to 
set their own  building regulations. 
List of energ~ving measures  in  force  in  the  Netherlands 
Regulations 
9.1.  Building  codes  for  new  houses,  which  are  financed  or subsidized  by  govern-
ment  or municipalities since  1977,  revised  in  1981  and  1982.  Municipal 
by-law contains  regulations  mainly for  ground  level  floor. 
9.2.  Building codes  for  new  office buildings since  1981·. 
9.3.  Minimum  efficiency standards· for  gas  boilers since  1972,  several revi-
sions. 
9.4.  Speed  limit~ for  motor  vehicles. 
Financial  Programmes 
9.5.  Grants  for  insulation of existing dwellings  (since  1978): 
- 25%  (houses)/30%  (apartments)  for  wall,  roof,  and  ground  floor  insu-
lation 
- 15%  (houses)/25%  (rented  apartments)  ror double  glazing and  secondary 
panes. 
9.6.  Subsidies  for  district heating:  grants  (variable  percentage),  long-term 
loans;  since  1978. 
9.7.  Grant  of 250  Hfl  (96  ECU)  for  economizers  and  high-efficiency central 
heating boiler·:::,  slu~.:t::  Sept.  1981  (supposed  to  be  temporary). 
9.8.  10%  grant  for  energy  saving ·investments,  additional  10%  for  period  Feb. 
1982  - December  1983;  25%  grant for  solar and  wind  energy  use  in  industry 
and  15%  grant  for  coal  conversion. 
9.9.  25%  grant for  energy  Gnving  investment  in  the  non-profit  SP.~t.or  up  to  2 
mio  Hfl  (0.77  MECUj;  since  1981. 
9.10 Special  loans  for  large  energy  investments  from  Dutch  Investment  Bank, 
since  1982 
9.11  Energy  saving programme  for  governmental  buildings,  since  1980 
9.12 Grant of max.  25%  of energy  saving  investments  in greenhouses;  1981-84. .  - 30  -
9.13  50%  grant for  consulting costs  and  energy  audits  (busses)  up  to  5,000 Hfl 
(1,900  ECU)  for  industry  and  commercial  sector  (since  1977). 
9.14  Information  campaigns  since  1974  with  increasing  intensity. 
Table  A.9:  Energy  saving programmes  in  the  Netherlands  1982  budgets 
Subsidy  scheme  for  insulation  in dwellings  97 
Subsidies  for district heating  14 
Energy  grant - Law  of Investment  54 
Grant  for  economizers  (high-efficiency boilers)  6 
Subsidies  for  the non-profit sector  13 
Energy  conservation  by  the central  government  19 
Grant  for  energy conservation  in  greenhouses  38 
Information  campaigns  3.5 
Grant  for conservation consulting  4.5 
Energy  audits  for  industry  and  commercials  0.5 
249.5 
===== 
The  British energy  saving policy  includes  four  major  elements 
.:.:E:co~omic_Er:ici~-~~en!::!:Bl. is  considered  the  most  important  measure.  It is 
central  to  the  market-oriented  approach of the  government  Lhal  t::ller-gy  ::.hould  b~ 
priced  realistically,  i.e.  the  policy  aims  to  have  energy  prices  reflecting 
long-term  costn of Gupply  and  underline  the  true  value of  resourc~s  . 
.!!!f~!:_mation~~~  ad~!_~~·  mainly  publicity  campaigns  ("Make  the  most  of energy") 
and  support of energy  managers  (Regional  Energy  Conservation Officers,  Energy 
Manager  Groups,  National  Energy  Management  Conferences,  and  publicity  including - 31  -
free  newspapers).  Compared  to other Member  States,  the  central government's 
budget  for  information  seems  to  be  relatively  low  per capita  (see  Annex  I, 
table 9). 
f!~~~ci~l_l~~~~~~~ concentrate  on  promoting cost effective saving measures 
(Coal  Firing Scheme,  Tax  allowance  for  insulation  in  industries,  Home  Insu-
lation Scheme)  or are  combined  with  information  (Energy  Surveys  Scheme,  Energy 
Thrift Scheme).  Per  r.api ta,  they  are  lower  than  EC  average  (see  Annex  I,  table 
5). 
~~g~!~!ions are rarely used: 
- thermal  insulation  codes  for  new  buildings 
- temperature  limit  for  new  domestic  buildings 
- energy  efficiency  standards  for  new  heat generating appliances 
- mandatory  fuel  consumption  testing and  labelling for  new  cars. 
In  addition,  great attention is paid  to  energy  saving  in  Government  buildings. 
As  a  preliminary result,  total  energy  savings of 40  %have  been  achieved  in 
this sector over the  past nine years. 
The  responsib~lity for  energy  saving programmes  was  fragmented  through  12 
bodies;  the  main  responsibilities .lay  with  the  Department of Energy,  the 
Department of the  Environment  (buildings),  the  Department of Industry,  and  the 
Property Services  Agency  (public  buildings).  The  activities of the  new  "Energy 
Efficiency Office"  created  in  1983,  focus  mainly  on  information  and  consul-
tation. 
10.1.  Thermal  insulation standards  for  dwellings  and  non-dwellings  (r'Oofs  and 
walls)  since  1979,  revised  1982. 
10.2.  New  heating plants  in  non-dor~estic  buildings  must  be  equipped  with con-
ti·ol  systen~ (since  April  1982). 
10.3.  Mandatory  insulation of new  pipes,  ducts  and  storage  vessels  (since  April 
1982). 
10.4.  Temperature  limit for  non-domestic  buildings:  19°C  (since  1980). 
10.5.  Mandatory  energy  labelling for cars  (since  1976}. 
10.6.  Speed  limits  for  motor-vehicles  (since  1974). - 32  -
10.7.  Homes  Insulation  Scheme: 
66%  grant  (max.  69  £/125  ECU)  for.basic. insulation of lofts,  pipes, 
tanks  (since  1978) 
- 90%  grants  for  elderly  (since  1980)  or  severely disabled  on  low  incomes 
(since  1982);  max.  95 £/170 ECU. 
10.8.  Tax  allowance  of 100%  in  the first year  for  insulation expenditures  of 
existing industrial buildings  (since  1974). 
10.9.  Coal  Firing Scheme  (1981-March  1983):  25~ grant  for  industrial  switching 
from oil to coal;  since  1982  also  for  switching  from  gas  to coal. 
10.10  Grants  for  energy  saving  in  the public sector  (local  authority  dwel-
lings),  since  1978. 
10.11  Energy  saving  in  government's estate  through  investments,  better mainte-
nance  and  training;  since  1972. 
10.12  Energy  Survey  Scheme: 
- grants  up  to  75  £/136  ECU  for  one  day  surveys of industrial,  cowner-
cial,  public organisations,  since  1976; 
- 50%  grants  for  longer  surveys  and  CHP  feasibility studies  (max.  10,000 
£/18,000  ECU),  since  1978. 
10.13  Grants  for  voluntary organisations  for  promoting and  preparing of Home 
Insulation Projects. 
10.14  Publicity  campaigns,  education  and  training;  since  1975. - 33  -
Table  A.lO  :  Energy  saving programmes  in'  the  United  Kingdom 
( MECU) 
Enerp..Y  Saving  in the  Home  65 
E: r, ·~ r ,_!,J  Saving  in  Industry  4 
Erergy  Saving  in Offices  and 
Convnerce  138 
Energy  Saving  in  Tran~port  1 
Information  8 
Total  216 
=== 
1981/1982  budgets 